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1
G E N E R A L

I N T R O D U C T I O N

INTRODUCTION

An essential ability of animals is active movement. In daily life, healthy humans move
unconsciously. Only when a desired movement cannot be made as a result of inexperience,
fatigue, pain, elderliness or disease, or when a non-voluntarily movement like during cramp
or spasm is made, we start to become aware of our (dis)ability to move. Then, questions
arise concerning how we move or why we cannot.
The actuators of voluntary movement are the skeletal muscles. Through contraction,
muscles generate force on the bones they are connected to, generally provoking a
displacement. Muscle activity reflects both the processes controlling movements (motor
control) and the state of the muscles themselves. Therefore, studying muscle activity reveals
broad information about the (in)competent movement. The functional property of an
individual muscle, i.e. force generation, can hardly be studied in vivo, because only the force
of a segment of the body on an external object or the displacement of such a segment can be
measured without major interference with the (intended) movement, while many different
muscles may act on this segment simultaneously.
Besides this mechanical product, skeletal muscle activity is also associated with
electrical processes. Bio-electrical signals generated by muscles can be recorded with
electrodes in the muscle or close to the muscle. The recording technique is called
electromyography and the resulting signals are known as electromyograms, both abbreviated
as EMG. Like the mechanical output, EMG is the summation of all electrical signals
produced by all active muscle fibres in the active muscles. In contrast to the mechanical
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muscle output, the EMG is a summation weighted by the distance between the active fibres
and the recording electrodes. The fibres closest to the recording electrode contribute the
most to the EMG. Because of this specific view of EMG electrodes, EMG measured in vivo
can be used to obtain information about individual muscles. In addition to this relatively
high spatial resolution, EMG has a very high temporal resolution, which allows the study of
fast processes. Depending on the electrodes and equipment used, EMG represents
physiological processes behind the activity of single muscle fibres, groups of muscle fibres,
individual muscles or groups of muscles. The present study focuses on the EMG measured
at the skin surface and its possibilities in estimating characteristics of motor units as the
functional building stones of muscles.
A BRIEF HISTORY
Muscles have been the object of scientific interest for many centuries (see Basmajian, 1974).
However, until the start of the present century only the anatomical properties of muscles
were studied. Already in the 17th century the power of some fishes to generate "electric"
shocks was associated with muscle activity. It took almost 300 years before this product of
muscular activity was used to obtain information about the muscle itself (see Brazier, 1984).
In the mean time, Galvani (1737-1789) showed that muscle contraction can be elicited by
electrical stimulation, while its response includes detectable electric potentials. Duchenne
(1867) was the first who used electrical stimulation to determine the dynamics of intact
skeletal muscle. In 1929, Adrian and Bronk successfully measured the electrical product of
muscle activity intramuscularly, by using a so-called concentric needle electrode. This
allowed the study of muscle fibres and motor units. At the end of the second world war,
after improvement of technical possibilities, EMG started to be used to unravel the functions
of individual muscles and muscle groups. Inmann and co-workers (1944) were the first to
present the results of such a study when they reported their work on the function of different
shoulder muscles, which was investigated using surface electrodes. Starting at the end of the
forties, researchers like borente de Nó (1947), Hodgkin & Huxley (1952), Buchthal (
Buchthal et al., 1957a; 1957b; 1959), Kugelberg & Edström (1968) and Rosenfalck (1969)
contributed to the fundamental knowledge about these signals, which was lacking up to
then. New developments and new insights gave rise to a regular use of electromyography,
predominantly to investigate muscle fibres or motor units for clinical purposes, but also to
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study the function of individual muscles and groups of muscles in kinesiology, the science
of human movement.
For clinical purposes, recording electrodes are traditionally placed in the muscle
(needle EMG). To investigate different aspects of the muscle, several needle EMG recording
techniques were developed in the last 20 years (Stâlberg, 1980; Stálberg et al., 1996). Also
effort has been made to use EMG quantitatively (Dorfinan & McGill, 1988; Stâlberg et al.,
1996). With respect to surface EMG, new analysing techniques were developed to get a
better insight (e.g. Basmajian, 1974; DeLuca, 1984; LoConte & Merletti, 1995; Merletti &
LoConte, 1995). However, the knowledge about surface EMG is still not sufficient to allow
a widely used quantitative application. For the same reason, surface EMG is rarely used to
study the muscle on motor unit level. Techniques using surface recordings and spike
triggering (with an intra-muscular needle electrode), or surface EMG and electro-stimulation
have been developed for estimation of the number of motor units in a muscle (Doherty et al.,
1995; McComas, 1995). Also these techniques are not widely used, because of the scarce
theoretical knowledge about their validity. In the last years, the interest in using surface
EMG to obtain information about motor units has increased, not in the least because recent
computer facilities allowed multi-channel surface EMG to be used for this purpose (Masuda
& Sadoyama, 1986; 1988; Ramaekers et al., 1993; Rau & Disselhorst-Klug, 1996).

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY

The muscle
Interpretation of the EMG needs physiological and morphological knowledge about the
muscle. A muscle consists out of long (1 to 15 cm), thin (5 to 90 μπι) cells, the muscle
fibres, of which the outer sides are connected through tendons to bones (Dubowitz &
Brooke, 1973). When activated, muscle fibres tend to shorten, causing muscle force and a
possible displacement of a body segment. The background of the muscular contraction
mechanism is beyond the scope of this study.
How muscle fibres are organised relative to each other and with respect to their
tendons varies between muscles. Muscle architecture is of large functional importance
(Huijing, 1985). In some muscles, the muscle fibres run parallel to each other and in direct
line with the tendons. More often, a non-zero angle is present between the musclefibresand
tendons. The angles often change during shortening (Woittiez et al., 1984). Besides these
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fibres, muscle tissue contains many other structures. Bundles of muscle fibres are
surrounded by connective tissue. This connective tissue contains blood vessels and nerve
fibres. A muscle as a whole is also surrounded by connective tissue, the muscle fascia,
which allows movement of the muscle relative to other muscles or to the skin. Between the
skin and the muscle, there is usually a layer of subcutaneous fat.
The motor unit
To generate a movement, the central nervous system activates muscle fibres along alpha
motor neurons. One motor neuron innervates a group of muscle fibres (see Figure 1.1),
which is therefore the functional unit of a movement, called a motor unit (Sherrington,
1929).
The number of muscle fibres innervated by one motor neuron, also called the
innervation ratio, varies considerably between muscles. The smallest innervation ratios of

Figure 1.1: The motor unit. An alpha motor neuron (a) innervates a group of muscle fibres (b). The
principle of overlapping motor unit territories is illustrated by the muscle fibres of three different motor
units (different symbols) in the cross-section of the muscle (c).
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less than 10 are found in the muscles moving the eye and the largest of more than 2000 are
found in the large leg muscles (Eccles & Sherrington, 1930; Feinstein et al., 1955). There is
also variation in the innervation ratio of motor units (MUs) within one muscle. The largest
MUs of a muscle contain at least ten times more muscle fibres than the smallest MUs in the
same muscle (Brandstater & Lambert, 1973; Burke & Tsairis, 1973; Kugelberg, 1973;
Stâlberg & Trontelj, 1994).
In humans, different types of muscle fibres can be found (Close, 1972).
Biomechanically, muscle fibres can have a long or a short time to peak tension (slow, type I
muscle fibres; fast, type II muscle fibres) during a maximal isometric contraction (Saltin &
Gollnick, 1983). The slow muscle fibres are oxidative and hardly fatiguable. The fast fibres
can be completely glycolytic and fast fatiguable or partly glycolitic and oxidative and
intermediately fatiguable. The fibre type is predominantly determined by the central nervous
innervation, so all muscle fibres in a certain MU have the same histochemical and
biomechanical characteristics. All muscles contain all types of MUs. The proportion of the
different types differs substantially between muscles and between subjects in the same
muscles.
The spatial distribution of muscle fibres belonging to one motor unit in the crosssection of a muscle can be thought of as randomly scattered in a circular shaped area
(Buchthal et al., 1957b; 1959; Gath & Shenhav, 1985; Stâlberg & Antoni, 1980). The crosssection of a MU is much smaller than the cross-section of the muscle, but larger than the
smallest cross-section necessary to contain all muscle fibres belonging to the MU. In fact, in
the cross-sectional territory of a single MU, most muscle fibres of a specific MU are found
isolated and less often in pairs. In a healthy muscle, rarely more than two muscle fibres with
the same innervation are found adjacent to each other (Kugelberg, 1973; Brandstater &
Lambert, 1973; Stâlberg & Trontelj, 1994). The actual cross-sectional diameter of a MU
varies between 2 and 15 mm (Buchthal et al., 1957b).
Each axon approaches the innervated muscle fibres about midway at the so called
motor endplates. Because not all muscle fibres run parallel to each other or in direct line with
the tendons, the innervation is not necessarily in the middle of the muscle. Even in the m.
biceps brachii, in which the fibres seem to run reasonably well in parallel to each other from
tendon to tendon, the motor endplates are distributed along widely scattered zones (Masuda et
al., 1983; Masuda & Sadoyama, 1986; 1988; Masuda & DeLuca, 1991). The width of the
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innervation zone is much smaller in one MU than in the total muscle, but is still as large as a
few millimetres to a centimetre (Aquelonius et al, 1984).
Firing rate and recruitment
When a MU is activated once, a so-called twitch is generated in which force is build up
quickly to decrease again exponentially. During voluntary contraction, a nerve fibre
transports a train of many subsequent impulses. When the number of impulses per second
(firing rate) is increased, the individual MU twitches fuse and a smooth contraction is
generated. Usually, at low isometric force levels a few, small, slow type MUs are activated
with low firing rates of around 10 pulses per second. To increase the force, more and larger
slow type MUs as well as fast type MUs are activated (Henneman et al, 1965a; 1965b), and
the firing rate is increased (Clamann, 1970; Bigland-Ritchie et al, 1986; Erim et al, 1996).
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY

The muscle fibre as a bio-electric source
When muscle fibres are active, brief transient positive-going changes in the transmembrane
potential appear. This is dominantly caused by changes in the fibre membrane's potassium
(K+) and sodium (Na ) permeability. The basis of excitation is an increase in the membrane
conductance for sodium, brought about by membrane depolarisation over a certain
threshold, followed by an outflow of potassium contributing to the repolarisation of the
membrane (Figure 1.2). The intracellular action potentials cause extracellular potential
changes which can be recorded with extracellular electrodes. The transmembrane electric
current profile is thought to be proportional to the second spatial derivative of the
intracellular potential (Figure 1.2), and can be approximated by an electric current tripole or
axial quadruple (Rosenfalck, 1969; Griep et al, 1982). This tripole is initiated at the motor
endplate. Subsequently, it propagates towards both ends of the fibre as a result of electrotonic
coupling from excited to not yet excited membrane areas over the muscle fibre membrane
(Figure 1.2). When this propagating tripole reaches the musclefibre-tendontransition, it is
gradually suppressed. The amplitude, the duration and the propagation velocity (or conduction
velocity) of action potentials are interrelated and dependent on the fibre diameter and on the
fibre type (Hâkansson, 1956; Wallinga-de Jonge et al, 1985; Andreassen & Arendt-Nielsen,
1987). In fact, fast type muscle fibres have relatively short action potentials with high
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amplitudes and fast propagation velocities. The propagation velocity is almost linearly
dependent on fibre diameter. This results in a range of propagation velocities between 3 and 5
m/s (Arendt-Nielsen & Zwarts, 1989).

propagation direction

Figure 1.2: The generation of the transmembrane current and its propagation over the muscle fibre
membrane (a). The transmembrane current (b) is shown as the second spatial derivative of the
intracellular action potential (c). The time course of the associated membrane conductances gna and gK
are shown in (d). After Schmidt & Thews, 1983.

Volume conduction and single fibre potentials
The passive electric properties of the medium surrounding nerves or muscle fibres cause
extracellular electric potential changes in the environment of the active fibre. Single fibre
action potentials can be conceived as the mathematical product of the transmembrane ionic
current profile and a transfer function describing these so-called volume conduction properties
of the medium and the distance between the active fibre and the recording site (e.g. Plonsey,
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1974; Dimitrov et al, 1988; Gootzen et al, 1991; Van Veen et al, 1992). The effect on
propagating bio-electric activity is that of a low pass filter, by which the signal sharpness is
gradually removed and the amplitude decreases with increasing distance from the fibre.
Another result of the volume conduction is that the gradual suppression of the propagating
source at the muscle fibre tendon transition generates a terminal wave complex caused by a
dipolar source component (Gootzen et al, 1991; Dumitru & King, 1991; Stegeman et al,
1987; 1997). The actual volume conduction effect is dependent on the source as well as on the
shape and the passive electric conductivity of all anatomical parts surrounding this source.
Motor unit potentials
The so-called motor unit potentials (MUPs) are the building stones of EMG. Λ MUP is the
summation of action potentials of all muscle fibres belonging to a specific MU. MUPs are
not a simple high amplitude version of single fibre action potentials, because there are
temporal and spatial differences between single fibre action potentials. These differences are
caused by the width of the motor end plate region, the dispersion of the arrival time (not all
single fibre action potentials start at the same moment), the jitter (the time of the action
potential transmission across the neuromuscular junction varies slightly during successive
discharges), variations in propagation velocity (not all action potentials propagate over the
fibre with the same speed) and the variation in distance between the fibre and the recording
electrode (Griep et al., 1978; Nandedkar et al, 1985; Stâlberg & Trontelj, 1994; Stälberg et
al, 1996). The action potentials from fibres that are far away from the electrode contribute
relatively little to the MUP, since, as said, the action potential amplitude decays with
distance (Ekstedt & Stâlberg, 1973; Gath & Stâlberg, 1979).
The shape and amplitude of the MUP also vary as a function of position from the
motor endplate zone. This is not only because the individual single fibre action potentials
have a different shape at different positions on the muscle fibre. Variation in propagation
velocity between single fibre action potentials and variation in the position of motor endplates
on the single fibres belonging to the same MU also contribute to a change in the MUP waveshape with position from the motor endplate zone (Buchthal & Rosenfalck, 1955).
A large number of known neuro-muscular diseases show substantial changes in MU
structure and function. Therefore, MUPs as the electrophysiological expression of MU
activity, are investigated intensively in clinical neurophysiology.
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ELECTROMYOGRAPHY

A MUP is generated after every alpha motor neuron impulse. During voluntary contraction,
these neurons transport trains of impulses. Because the wave-shape of a MUP is much
shorter (about 10 times) than the time course of the resulting twitch, the MUPs of a single
MU do not fuse, while twitches mostly do. The EMG resulting from one MU can be
described as the mathematic convolution of the MUP wave-shape with the firing impulse
train (Lago & Jones, 1977; Pan et al., 1989; Hermens et al., 1992; Sanders et al., 1996). The
so called interference pattern of EMG during voluntary contraction represents the spatial and
temporal summation of all MUP trains. When very small invasive needle recording
electrodes are used or when only a few MUs are active, individual MUPs can be recognised
in the EMG pattern (Sanders et al., 1996).
The potential changes caused by activity of a muscle may be recorded by placing an
electrode in the muscle (needle or wire EMG) or on the skin above the muscle (surface
EMG). The total electric activity generated in a certain period is related to the total amount
of recruited MUs and the activation rate. The measured EMG is thus dependent on the total
activity within the field of view of the recording electrodes.
Surface electromyography
The amplitude of the rectified integrated surface EMG or the root mean square (RMS) value
of the EMG is often used in kinesiological studies to represent the so called active state of
the muscle (e.g. Hughes, et al., 1994; Van der Helm, 1994). Because this EMG parameter is
not only dependent on the level of activation of the muscle (Hof & van der Berg, 1981), but
also on other factors such as muscle length (Heckathorne & Childress, 1981), fatigue (e.g.
DeLuca, 1984) and temperature (Mucke & Heuer, 1989), this active state parameter is used
in a qualitative way most of the time (Van der Helm, 1991).
As mentioned before, individual motor unit potentials (MUPs) are usually
investigated with intra-muscular needle electrodes. In contrast, surface EMG is hardly used
to obtain information about voluntarily activated MUs. In routine clinical examination, only
single fibre triggered (intra-muscular needle EMG) surface MUPs are used to estimate the
number of MUs in a muscle (Doherty et al., 1995; Brown et al., 1988). However, surface
EMG has some pertinent advantages over needle EMG: it is less painful for patients, it is
easily applicable in children and it gives the opportunity to study EMG activity at many sites
simultaneously.
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It is possible to study isolated MUs directly with surface electrodes, but this
possibility is restricted to very low contraction levels (Gydikov & Kosarov, 1972; Gydikov
et al., 1972; Gydikov, 1981; Sollie et al., 1985). To study single MU activity during higher
contraction levels, intra-muscular needle EMG triggers (Monster & Chan, 1980; Hermens,
1991) or spatial filtering techniques (High spatial resolution EMG, Reucher et al., 1987a;
1987b; Rau & Disselhorst-Klug, 1996) have to be applied.
Surface electrodes are always at least some millimetres away from the closest active
fibres. Such a distant view implies that MUPs will be recorded with a relatively low spatial
resolution compared to invasive needle EMG (Nandedkar & Stälberg, 1983; Nandedkar et
al., 1985). This might hamper the detection of MU details. Furthermore, the distance
between the active MUs and the skin surface varies. This troubles the interpretation of the
amplitude and shape of MUPs in terms of MU characteristics, because as mentioned before,
the MUP amplitude and itsfrequencycontent are dependent on observation distance.
MUP modelling
An electromyogram is relatively easy to obtain, but hard to interpret, because it contains
information about all the above mentioned processes. Only with comprehensive knowledge
about the volume conduction, it is possible to obtain quantitative information about the
physiological processes underlying EMG.
A number of volume conduction models have been used to describe, interpret and
predict MUPs deduced from needle EMG (e.g. Griep et al., 1978; 1982; Andreassen &
Jörgensen, 1981; Albers et al., 1986; Nandedkar et al., 1985; 1988). These models use a
relatively simple volume conductor. They simulate action potentials of muscle fibres of
infinite length in a volume conductor of infinite dimensions. Although such models seem to
be able to describe recorded action potentials reasonably well on a qualitative level, often a
discrepancy was found between simulated and obtained amplitude distance relationships
even using more complicated models (Albers et al., 1989; Gootzen, 1990; Van Veen, 1992;
Van Veen et al., 1993). For surface EMG, it is clear that the fact that musclefibreshave finite
length and the tissue surrounding the fibres have finite dimensions cannot be neglected.
These aspects of the volume conduction and source have also important effects on the
simulation results (Gootzen et al., 1991; Van Veen et al., 1992). Knowledge about which
aspects of volume conduction and source description are necessary to explain recorded
potentials is still lacking.
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QUESTIONS

From the above it may have become clear that surface EMG contains information on many
aspects of muscle structure and function. For the use of surface EMG in a quantitative way
and to obtain MU characteristics from surface EMG several fundamental questions should
be answered. In this thesis, four main topics will be addressed:
How do different parts of a muscle contribute to surface EMG?
The action potentials of motor units, the functional units of muscles, are the basic
contributors to the surface EMG. One important, still unsolved problem in surface EMG is
the uncertainty of how MUs contribute to this signal. A systematic investigation of the
contribution of identifiable MUs to the surface EMG will identify a basic aspect of EMG.
A few researchers studied the decline in some MUP parameter-values with increasing
distance between the recording electrode and a specific MU (Hermens, 1991; Gydikov &
Kosarov, 1972; Monster & Chan, 1980) or with increasing depth of contributing MUs
(Barkhaus & Nandedkar, 1994). However, they did not investigate systematically the distance
dependency of different MUP components. In addition, the obtained relationships were
unprecise estimates because the MU location was determined in a rather rough way.
In Chapter 2 and 3 the decline in different components of the surface MUP with
increasing distance between the electrode and the MU is studied in the human biceps brachii
muscle. The action potentials from different MUs located at different depths are studied by
recording each MUP at several places on the skin surface with 64 surface recording electrodes
and one reference electrode. Simultaneously, the same MU is studied with intra-muscular
scanning EMG (Stâlberg & Antoni, 1980) to provide precise information on the location and
the size of the MU.
How complex should a volume conductor model be to explain the MUP distribution
over the skin surface properly?
Gootzen et al. (1991) developed a model which could simulate the behaviour of MUPs in a
bounded, two-layer (muscle and subcutaneous fat with different conductivities)
inhomogeneous volume conductor, including the finiteness of muscle fibres. Neither this
model, nor other volume conductor models have been validated quantitatively.
One chapter (Chapter 4) in this thesis is devoted to a three layer version of the model
described by Gootzen et al. (1991). In this chapter it is studied how several volume
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conduction aspects affect the MUP distribution over the skin surface on a qualitative and a
quantitative level and which of those aspects are necessary to describe the motor unit
potential distribution over the skin surface in a muscle with a relatively simple architecture.
Can information on the location and size of MUs be deduced from surface EMG?
When surface recording electrodes are placed perpendicular to the muscle fibre direction,
superficial MUs have more variation in the MU-to-electrode distance than deep MUs.
Therefore, the change in MUP magnitudes as a function of recording position at the skin
surface contains information about the position of the MU. A method to estimate MU
location is proposed and evaluated also as a part of Chapter 3.
Macro EMG is a needle EMG technique which is thought to provide information of the
MU size (Stâlberg, 1980). Surface EMG MUP analysis might be a non-invasive alternative
for estimating the MU size. In Chapter 5 and 6 surface EMG is compared to Macro EMG in
the estimation of MU size in healthy subjects and patient with a history of poliomyelitis,
respectively. The surface MUPs are obtained both by means of the "classical" single fibre
triggering and by needle-less surface EMG peak triggering as an alternative method.
Can surface EMG be used to track activation mechanisms at a motor unit level?
Muscle cramp is a sudden involuntary painful muscle contraction, which is common among
healthy adults. Muscle cramp is proven to be neurogenic in origin (e.g. Layzer, 1994), but
controversy exists whether it is generated at the motor neuron or at the terminal branches of
motor axons. The spatio-temporal behaviour of muscle cramp and spectral analysis of the
EMG provides new insights in the electric sources of muscle cramp. Therefore, cramp is a
good model to answer the question whether surface EMG can track muscle activation
mechanisms. In Chapter 7, sixty-four channel surface EMG is used to contribute to this
problem.
SURVEY OF THE PRESENT STUDY

After this first chapter where the reader was introduced into surface EMG, in Chapter 2 the
contribution of different MUs to surface EMG is presented using experimentally obtained
data. The decline in the MUPs of single MUs with increasing distance from the MU as well
as a model to estimate the MU location are presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, a volume
conduction model of three finite layers with different conductivities, including the finiteness
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of the muscle fibres is confronted with experimental data and other models. In Chapter 5 and
6, the information content of surface EMG is investigated with respect to the size of MUs in
normal subjects (Chapter 5) and in subjects with a history of poliomyelitis (Chapter 6), and
how this information can be estimated from surface EMG only (Chapter 6). How multi
channel surface EMG recordings can provide information about the origin of muscle cramps
is presented in Chapter 7. Thereafter, the main results and conclusions are summarised. A
Dutch version of this summary is given as well.
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MOTOR UNIT POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTION TO SURFACE
ELECTROMYOGRAPHY

ABSTRACT

The background of the bio-electric activity of muscle recorded from the surface of the skin
(surface electromyography) in terms of the representation of single motor units of the
underlying muscle(s) is not very well documented nor understood. Insight in the "buildingstones" of an electromyogram is essential for a proper interpretation of one of the most widely
applied electrophysiological techniques. In the present paper a study on the contribution of
single motor unit potentials to the surface electromyogram is presented. To this end, the
decline of different components of the motor unit potential with depth of the motor unit is
quantified. Experimentally, the action potentials from motor units at several positions in the
muscle were recorded by 30 skin surface electrodes. Simultaneous use of scanning
electromyography provided information about the actual position and size of the motor unit.
Observed linear log-log relationships between motor unit potentials magnitudes and distance
indicated the usefulness of a power function to describe the motor unit potential's dependency
on recording distance. It is shown that different specific surface motor unit potential
characteristics fall off differently with depth. The magnitude-distance relationship is shown to
be dependent on the recording configuration (unipolar versus bipolar recording, including the
inter-electrode-distance) and the chosen motor unit potential parameter (negative peak
amplitude, positive peak amplitude and area).

MUP contribution to surface EMG
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INTRODUCTION

Surface electromyography (EMG) of voluntary muscle activity is often used in kinesiology to
quantify muscle activity and to study the timing of muscle activation (Van Ingen Schenau et
al., 1992), to estimate the available number of motor units (McComas, 1995) and to describe
the electrophysiological behaviour during fatiguing exercise (Linssen et αϊ, 1993). One
important, still unsolved problem in using the surface EMG is the uncertainty of what is
actually measured. Motor units (MUs) are the functional elements of muscles, and their action
potentials are the basic contributors to surface EMG. Therefore, a systematic investigation of
the contribution of identifiable MUs to surface EMG is necessary.
Motor unit potentials (MUPs) recorded with surface electrodes unipolarly (the
reference electrode being placed relatively far from the muscle fibres) contain two components
with quite different volume conduction characteristics (Gydikov & Kosarov 1972; Gootzen et
ai, 1991; Dumitru & King, 1991). The first one is a negative component which propagates
from the motor endplate region over the muscle fibres to both tendons. The second one is a
positive wave which is generated when the propagating potential reaches the muscle fibretendon transition. It is of basic interest to know the volume conduction of the different
components of the MUPs in muscle tissue.
Most often, bipolar leadings are used in surface EMG. In a bipolar montage, both
electrodes are placed above the muscle tissue under study with a variety of inter-electrodedistances (IEDs). Common wave components cancel and mainly the propagating components
are recorded. Since the propagating source is extended in space, a change in the IED will cause
a substantial change in recorded MUP magnitude and in the effects of volume conduction.
In this paper the decline in surface MUP magnitude with increasing distance between
electrode and MU is studied experimentally. The action potentials from different MUs located
at different depths are studied by recording each MUP at several places on the skin surface
with 30 surface recording electrodes and one reference electrode. Simultaneously, the same
MU is studied with intra-muscular scanning EMG (Stâlberg & Antoni 1980) to provide
information on the location and the size of the MU. From the unipolarly recorded surface
potentials, bipolar montages with inter-electrode-distances varying between 6 and 84 mm are
composed. The magnitude-distance relationship of different components of the MUPs in
muscle tissue is investigated.
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METHODS

Subject selection
Fifty-five MUs from nine healthy volunteers without signs of neuro-muscular disorders were
investigated in this study. In all subjects (six men, three women, aged 20-30 years) the MUs
from the m. biceps brachii were investigated, since that muscle has a relatively simple
morphology in which the fibres run nearly parallel to the skin surface from tendon to tendon.
All subjects gave their informed consent. The Committee on Experiments in Humans of the
Faculty of Medicine at the University of Nijmegen approved the experimental protocol.
Electrodes
For skin surface recordings, thirty gold coated screws, with a diameter of 1.2 mm and a length
of 6 mm, were used. They were screwed into an electrode holder with inter-electrode distances
(IEDs) of 6 mm. The holder had circular holes to enable the simultaneous application of
needles for recording needle EMG. After cleaning the skin with alcohol, the holder with the 30
surface electrodes was placed over the muscle (Figure 2.1), such that two columns of 15
electrodes (z = I t o 15) were placed in alignment with the muscle fibres. Double electrode
columns were used to check for signal integrity.

single fibre trigger electrode
concentric needle scanning electrode

ground electrode
surface EMG
electrodes '*'•·•

hand electrode

common reference for surface EMG
Figure 2.1. Experimental set-up with an impression of the position of the electrodes over the m. biceps
brachii.
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Additionally, a conventional silver-silver-chloride EEG electrode with a diameter of 1
cm was attached on the elbow to serve as common reference for unipolar surface EMG.
Simultaneously, two needle electrodes were used. A standard (bipolar) single fibre needle
electrode (Stâlberg & Trontelj, 1994) and a standard (bipolar) concentric needle electrode
were placed in the muscle for triggering purposes and for recording the scanning EMG
profiles, respectively. A ground electrode was placed on the wrist.
Data acquisition
The myoelectric signals leaded from the skin were amplified (Neurotop®; Nihon Konden,
input resistance 100 MOhm) over a frequency range of 5-800 Hz with a gain of 50000. For
amplifying the needle electrode signals, a Medelec MS-20 (Mystro) was used. For the single
fibre electrode and the concentric needle electrode, thefiltersettings were 500 - 5000 Hz and 8
- 5000 Hz, respectively. Depending on the amplitude of the signals, the gain was set to 5000 or
10000 for these signals. A 50 ms delayed trigger pulse was obtained from the single fibre
electrode signal with the threshold trigger option of the Mystro (Aswip). This trigger pulse
was connected to a control unit for the scanning motor steps. Each second trigger pulse made
the motor pull the needle 50 μπι in the direction of the skin.
The electrical signalsfromthe surface electrodes and thosefromboth needle electrodes
and the motor pulse were A/D converted (DT2839 & DT2896, Data Translation; 12 bits, total
sample rate 224 ksamples/s) and continuously stored on a computer's hard-disk. The surface
EMG signals and the motor pulse were stored at afrequencyof 2 ksamples/s/channel. By
selecting the needle EMG channels eight times as often for the multiplexer input (a facility of
the A/D cards used), the sample rate of the needle signals was set to 16 ksamples/s each.
Experimental protocol
The experiments were performed on the m. biceps brachii during voluntary, low force (up to
10% of the maximal voluntary contraction), isometric contraction. During the whole
experiment, the forearm was supinated and the elbow angle was kept at 100 degrees. After
positioning the surface electrodes, the single fibre electrode was inserted. Once the action
potential of a stablefiringsingle muscle fibre was detected, an amplitude threshold was set for
the generation of a trigger signal. The concentric needle then was placed approximately 2.5 cm
distal from the single fibre electrode (see Figure 2.1). This concentric needle electrode was
moved until a signal appeared time locked to the single fibre action potential. Then the
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concentric needle electrode was pushed deeper in the muscle until this time locked potential
completely disappeared. Next, the scanning procedure was started, whereby the scanning
motor pulls the electrode towards the surface. For more details on the scanning procedure, the
reader is referred to Stâlberg & Antoni (1980), Hilton-Brown & Stàlberg (1983) and Gootzen
et al. (1992). The registrations took 40 to 120 seconds, the time needed to make the scan. The
measurement protocol of one such a needle scan through the muscle will be referred to as a
"session". Before and after each session the position of the concentric needle electrode in the
muscle was determined. Thereafter, another session was started by repositioning the single
fibre electrode to a different depth. Between 4 and 5 sessions were performed in each subject,
which resulted in a total of 42 sessions.
Triggerfindingand averaging
The recordings of the single fibre electrode were used to find triggers. From each session
between one and three different single fibre action potentials (belonging to different MUs)
were characterised by an amplitude window on the positive or negative peak and with an
upper limit value for duration. From the 42 sessions, 55 triggers from different MUs were
obtained. After detecting the triggers, the surface MUPs were obtained by averaging around
these triggers with a window of 128 ms (50 ms pre- and 78 ms post-trigger time) elevating the
MUP distribution in that time window from the background surface EMG. Simultaneously, the
concentric needle signal around each trigger and the occurrences of the motor steps were
stored as well.
Scanning EMG processing and parameterisation
Per MU, 400 to 1400 triggers were detected, each contributing to one concentric needle EMG
trace. A combination of the begin and end position of the concentric needle electrode and the
number of motor steps taken at the moment of each trigger provided the location of the
concentric needle electrode at each trace. After DC correction, the traces obtained at the same
needle position were averaged and a median filter over 5 points was used in the scanning
direction for elimination of non-time-locked activity (Gootzen et ai, 1992). Figure 2.2 shows
an example of the result of such a procedure. The traces with a peak-peak amplitude exceeding
50μν with the slope from positive to negative were considered to be recorded from the MU
(Stâlberg & Antoni, 1980). The cross-section of the MU was defined as the distance between
the deepest and the most superficial trace belonging to the MU. The scan was parameterised
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Time (ms)
Figure 2,2: Bipolar scanning EMG (a) and one unipolar surface EMG channel (b). The scanning EMG
parameters cross-sectional area ( Q and positions relative to the skin surface (d) are indicated.

by two parameters, (i) The integral over the peak-peak amplitude over the cross-section of the
MU (S) was taken to represent the number of fibres in the MU, often referred to as "MU size"
in clinical neurophysiology. In this study, S is used to normalise the surface MUPs to MU size,
(ii) The depth (d) of the electro-physiological centre of the MU relative to the skin surface was
defined as the median needle tip position obtained from the distribution (over traces) of the
peak-peak amplitude in the scan.
Surface EMG parameterisation
Figure 2.3 shows a typical example of the MUP distribution on the skin-surface generated by a
rather superficial MU. For all the averaged (шііроіаг) surface MUPs, the following magnitude
parameters were determined (see inset to Figure 2.3): peak values of the negative wave (Nu)
and of the positive wave (Pu) and total area (positive and negative) below the curve (Au).
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6 mm
Figure 2.3: Typical example of an unipolar MUP distribution over the skin surface resulting from a
superficial MU. The MUPs are recorded by two rows of fifteen electrodes placed over the m. biceps brachii
parallel to the muscle fibre direction (z-direction). The upper part of the figure represents the proximal part of
the muscle. The position of the single fibre (SF) trigger electrode and the concentric needle (CN) scanning
electrode are indicated as SF and CN, respectively. The used parameterisation of one of the unipolar MUPs is
inserted.

Bipolar recordings with different IEDs were obtained from the unipolar MUPs by subtracting
successive MUPs in the muscle fibre direction (top to bottom Figure 2.3). By skipping one or
more (up to 13) successive MUPs, the IED was increased from 6 to 84 mm in steps of 6 mm.
The most proximal (upper) electrode was always part of the montage. From all the bipolar
MUPs, the peak-peak amplitude (PPb) and the area (Ab) were calculated. In kinesiology,
where EMG is used to quantify muscle activity and to study the timing of muscle activation,
the root mean square (RMS) value or the integrated EMG (IEMG) of bipolar leaded EMG is
usually obtained (Hof & van der Berg, 1981). The IEMG increases when the amplitude, but
also when the duration of het contributing single MUPs increases. Therefore, Ab can be
conceived of as a good indicator of the influence of the MUP changes on the contribution of
that MUP to the IEMG and to the RMS value.
Surface MUP Magnitude - MU depth Relationship
The magnitude of a MUP is related to the distance between the active MU and the recording
electrode. To quantify this dependence, a power function was fitted through the observed
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values of the above defined surface MUP magnitude parameters (the unipolar as well as the
bipolar ones) as a function of d. For this, the electrodes from the column with the largest
average peak amplitude were used (for the MU of Figure 2.3 the left column). Because the
electrode array position in the fibre direction can be related to the motor endplate region, this
relationship was fitted for each electrode (or pair) in the column separately.
For Nu:
Nu,(i) = k,

d{i)

\dk )

e.g. 2.1

Qdz is obtained for each of the 15 positions on the muscle fibre direction (z). kz is a constant
and equals the amplitude estimate of Nuz at the distance dk., whereby dk is set to 1 mm. The
power Qdz then describes, for a specific position z, how fast the MUP magnitude decreases
with increasing d. Qdz is estimated as the slope of a linear regression of the double logarithmic
relationship between d and Nuz of the 55 different MUs (г'=1 ...55).
log(Nu:) = kz'-Qd: * \og(d)

e.g. 2.2

Theoretically, linear fitting of the double logarithmic relationship can give a solution different
from the one resulting from fitting a power function to the original data. However, for the
MUP parameters obtained from the most proximal electrode set, £?i/z-values never differed
more than 7%. Because of the advantages of the linearity, the £W7-values listed are those
obtained by a linear fit to the loglog relationship. The standard error of Qd: and the correlation
coefficient from the linear regression was used to validate the use of the power model of
equation 2.1. In estimating these £Wz-values, the surface MUPs of 55 different MUs are used.
To correct for the natural differences in MU size, this procedure was repeated after using
normalised values (nNu:) obtained by dividing the surface MUP parameters by the scanning
parameter S (The integral over the peak-peak amplitude over the cross-section of the MU).

RESULTS

Scanning EMG
Figure 2.2 shows a typical example of a scanning EMG result. The distance (d) from the
electrical centre of the MUs to the skin surface and ranged between 3.6 and 25.5 mm. The size
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parameter S (The integral over the peak-peak amplitude over the cross-section of the MU)
ranged between 231 ц * т т and 2228 ц * т т . S and d did not correlate.
Surface MUP Magnitude - MU depth Relationship {Qd¿
The relation between the different magnitude parameters of the surface MUPs and d is shown
in Figure 2.4a, b, с for the surface MUPs recorded by the most proximal electrode in the
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Figure 2.4: Surface MUP magnitude - MU depth (d) relationship for three different unipolar MUP
parameters in absolute terms (a, b, c) and normalised to the size (S in μν/mm) of the MU (d, e, f). The " o "
represent the data and the solid line represents the power function fitted to the data. The power {Qdz, see
equation 2.1, 2.2) and its standard error (se) obtained from the linear regression of the loglog data are inserted
in the plots. All parameters were obtained from MUPs recorded by the most proximal electrode (z=l).
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Figure 2.5: Surface MUP - MU depth relationship for bipolar recordings with an IED of 6 mm shown in the
absolute and size (S in μν/mm) normalised peak-peak amplitude (a, c) and area (b, d). The "o" representing
the data and the solid line representing the power function fitting the data. The power used (Qd, see equation
2.1,2.2) and the standard error of this power (se) obtained from the loglinear data are inserted in the plots. All
parameters were obtained from MUPs recorded by the most proximal electrode pairs.

electrode column with the highest average amplitude (z=l, upper left electrode Figure 2.3).
The solid line is the powerfitthrough the data with the inserted power Qd¡. The standard error
of the Qdj- values is also inserted (se) and varied between 0.11 and 0.17. This analysis was
performed for each of the 15 positions along the z-axis. The resulting Qd. did not have a large
variation (Table 2.1). In general, Qd, was slightly (±6%) lower in the middle of the fibre than
at the outer sides.
At all z-positions, Nu decreased faster with increasing d than Au and Pu. The power
model fitted the changes in Nu (r=0.84) better than those of Au (r=0.75) and Pu (r=0.72).
Normalising the surface parameters (Figure 2.4d, e, f, Table 2.1), did hardly alter Qd.. The
Qdz-\a\ues of the normalised relationships (jiQdz) were about 0.07 lower, but the standard
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Table 2.1: Mean and standard deviations of the powers found with least squares fitting of equation 2.2
through the MU depth - surface MUP magnitude relationship on the original parameters (Qdz) and the
normalised parameters (nQdJ. The variation in Qdz and nQdz is caused by different electrode positions along
the muscle fibre (z).
Nu

Pu

Au

РРЬбтт

Ab 6mm

Qdz

1.6010.13

1.0410.09

0.9910.12

1.99+0.30

1.1410.28

nQd,

1.5310.13

0.9710.09

0.9210.12

1.9110.30

1.0710.28

errors, their dependency on ζ and the differences between the different magnitude parameters
were similar to the relationships of the original data.
The same analysis was also performed on the bipolar MUPs. Figure 2.5 shows the
relationship between the parameters PPb, and Ab, obtainedfromthe bipolar MUPs taken with
an inter-electrode distance of 6 mm and d. As in Figure 2.4, the solid line is the power fit
through the data with the inserted power Qd¡. The power function fitted PPb almost perfectly
(r=0.91), while Ab and d correlated slightly less (r=0.84) on the double loglog scale. The Qd,values, and the 13 other ^-values estimated with the peak amplitude as well as with the area
of these (IED 6mm) bipolar MUPs are higher than their unipolar equivalents (Table 2.1).
Figure 2.6 shows the result of the same analysis for all different IEDs available. The nQdz of
Nu is also inserted in the graph (*). Increasing the IED in the bipolar montages causes the
MUP magnitude to decrease less steeply with increasing d (lower nQd) until the difference
between PPb and Nu disappears for very large IEDÍ. Furthermore, the absolute difference in
nQd-vaiue between PPb and Ab hardly changes with a change in IED.
In Figure 2.7, the MUP magnitude dependency on IED is presented for the same two
bipolar parameters, for MUs at different depths below the skin surface. Increasing the interelectrode-distance from 6 mm up to a value of 4 or 6 cm, gradually increases the bipolar MUP
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Figure 2.7: Effect of an increase in bipolar inter-electrode-distance (IED) on PPb (a) and Ab (b), presented
by their mean values over the z-direction. The data from the 55 MUs were devided into 5 groups with
different depths below the skin surface, represented by different lines. Line number 1, 2,3 ,4, 5 represent the
averages of 11 MUs with average depths of 4mm, 6 mm, 9 mm, 14 mm and 18 mm below the skin surface,
respectively.

parameters up to a factor of two or three, when recorded from the most superficial (line 1) or
the deepest (line 5) MUs, respectively. When IED is further increased, the magnitudes
decrease again. Note that the individual data points in Figure 2.6 and 2.7 present the mean of
Qd and magnitude values obtained at different positions in z-direction. For the small IEDs, the
standard deviations of the QcTs were around 0.3 (for IEDs of 6 mm see Table 2.1) , while the
standard deviations of the magnitudes were about 20% of their mean (for IEDs of 6mm see
Figure 2.5). For the large IEDs this was much smaller.
DISCUSSION

The dependency of the experimentally observed surface MUP magnitude parameters on the
depth of the MU can be described by an inverse power function. The present study shows that
this magnitude-distance relationship is dependent on the recording configuration (unipolar
versus bipolar recordings and inter-electrode-distance in bipolar recordings) and on the chosen
MUP parameter (negative-, positive- and peak-peak-amplitudes and area).
A MUP is the spatial and temporal summation of action potentials of the muscle fibres
ofthat MU. The single fibre action potentials can be seen as a mathematical convolution of the
source and a transfer function describing the volume conduction properties of the resistive
medium and the distance between the active fibre and the recording site (e.g. Plonsey, 1974;
Dimitrov et αι., 1988; Van Veen et al, 1992; Gootzen et al, 1991). The bio-electric source of
a single fibre action potential can be approximated by an electric current tripole (Rosenfalck,
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1969; Griep et al, 1982). When this propagating tripole reaches the muscle fibre-tendon
transition, its leading part is suppressed. This suppression causes the generation of the terminal
positive wave complex caused by a dipolar source component (Gootzen et al, 1991; Dumitru
& King, 1991 ; Stegeman et al, 1987; 1997). Theoretically, in a homogeneous, infinite volume
conductor, the amplitude of a tripole is expected to have an inverse relationship with the third
power of the recording distance, while a dipole then has an inverse quadratic relationship with
radial distance. Our measurements indicate a much milder decrease in amplitude with
increasing depth of the tripole (Nu~l.6) and the dipole (Ри~1.0). This lower decrease can be
explained by the finiteness of the volume surrounding the MU (the limb), the difference in
conductivity between muscle tissue and fat tissue and the duration of the action potential
(Gootzen et al, 1991). As expected from the above stated theoretical knowledge about the two
different sources of the MUP (Gootzen et al, 1991), Afa decreased faster with increasing MU
depth than Pu. Furthermore, Au decreased less fast than the peak amplitudes, which is
explained by the increasing duration for surface MUPs with increasing distance. The decrease
in MUP magnitude with MU depth was faster than the previously reported dependency of the
MUP magnitude of single MUs with electrode-to-MU distance (Q Nu~l, Buchthal et al,
1957a; Gydikov et al, 1972; Monster & Chan, 1980; Hermens, 1991). With model
simulations this different distance dependency of MUP magnitude with MU depth and with
electrode position can be explained (Chapter 4).
The MUP magnitude obtained from the bipolar configuration with IEDs of 6 mm
decreased faster with increasing MU depth than the unipolarly recorded surface MUP.
Increasing the IED up to 40 mm for superficial MUs and up to 60 mm for deep MUs caused
an increase in MUP magnitude and a decrease in the Qd- аЫе obtained from the magnitude MU depth relation. This can be explained in terms of spatial overlap of the MUP recorded by
the two electrodes. When the IED is smaller than the length of the MUP, there is an overlap
between opposite profiles under both electrodes. Surface MUPs of deeper MUs have longer
durations and relatively more overlap. An increase in overlap decreases the magnitude.
Bipolarly recorded MUPs with IEDs larger than the unipolar MUP length have double the
magnitude and similar volume conduction characteristics as the propagating part of the
unipolarly recorded MUP. An increase in IED above 4 cm for superficial MUs and above 6
cm for deep MUs, caused a decrease in the magnitude of the bipolar MUP. A PPb amplitude
lower than two times Nu can only be obtained when the two subtracted propagating action
potentials partly overlap. For larger IEDs this can be the case when the motor endplate region
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is in between the two recording electrodes. In the used electrode placement on the biceps
brachii, IEDs larger than 4 cm must virtually always have the motor endplate region in
between the two electrodes.
The variation in the z-direction was small, whereby the MUP was less dependent on the
depth of the MU in the middle of the fibre than at the outer sides. The interpretation of this
result is not easy, because onlyfromthe superficial MUs the exact fibre direction, fibre length
and MU end plate region can be taken into account. That some data scatter is present even
after normalisation of the surface MUP to MU size can be explained by differences in the
shape of the action potential (Buchthal et al, 1957a) between different MUs and a variation in
the presence of connective tissue and active fibres in different subjects and different
contractions (Buchthal et al, 1955; Van Veen, 1992).

3
THE MOTOR UNIT POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OVER THE
SKIN SURFACE AND ITS USE IN ESTIMATING THE
MOTOR UNIT LOCATION

ABSTRACT

In this study the decline of different components of the motor unit potential (MUP) with
increasing radial distance from the motor unit (MU) is quantified. Fifty-two MUs are studied
electrophysiologically using 36 channel surface EMG combined with intra-muscular scanning
EMG. Scanning EMG was used to precisely locate the MU. Similar to the dependency of the
surface MUP magnitude on the depth of the MU under the skin, described in Chapter 2, the
dependency of the surface MUP magnitude on the radial distance between the MU and the
recording electrodes can be described fairly well by an inverse power function. The
steepness of this function depends on the chosen MUP parameter, but also varies between
MUs. The negative peak amplitude of a unipolar surface MUP decreases linearly with
increasing radial recording distance from the MU. The information from this MUP
magnitude decline over the skin surface can be used to give a fairly accurate estimate of the
location of the MU under the skin surface.
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INTRODUCTION

The contribution of motor unit potentials (MUPs) to the skin surface EMG is not only
dependent on the depth of the motor unit (MU) below the skin (Chapter 2), but also on the
position of the recording electrode on the skin with respect to that MU. Except when the
electrode is placed just over the motor endplate region or just over a muscle fibre - tendon
transition, changing the position of the recording electrode in the muscle fibre direction over
the skin surface causes minor changes in the MUP amplitude (Lateva et al, 1996; Chapter 2).
In contrast, when the electrode position is changed over the skin surface in the direction
perpendicular to the muscle fibre direction (see Figure 3.1 ·), a rapid decrease in recorded
MUP amplitude can be observed as a result of an increased radial distance between the MU
and the recording electrode (Gydikov et ai, 1972; Gydikov & Kosarov, 1972; Kosarov et al.,
1974; Monster & Chan, 1980; Hermens, 1991). The data presented by these authors show a
decline in MUP amplitude with increasing radial distance which is less steep than the decline
with increasing MU depth as presented in Chapter 2. But compared to the experiments
described in Chapter 2, the cited studies use recording electrodes of different types and sizes
and/or different muscles. These aspects might affect the relationship. Therefore, it is not clear
whether this difference in the distance dependency between MU depth and radial MU to
electrode separation results from a difference in volume conduction aspects or from a
difference in measurement conditions.
When many recording electrodes are placed over the skin surface perpendicular to the
muscle fibre direction, superficial MUs have a wider range of MU-to-electrode distance than
deep MUs. Therefore, the change in MUP magnitude as a function of recording position on the
skin surface contains information about the position of the MU. In the early seventies,
Gydikov et al. (1972) and Kosarov et al. (1974) and later Monster and Chan (1980) used this
volume conduction effect to estimate the MU location. However, neither the distance
dependency of different MUP components nor their capacity to locate the MU has been
validated systematically, mainly because of the lack of a "golden standard" concerning the
actual location of the MUs in these studies.
In the present paper, the change in three surface MUP parameters of unipolar
recordings (negative peak, positive peak and total area) and two of bipolar recordings (peakpeak amplitude and area) as a function of radial distance between the MU and the recording
electrode are studied. Thirty-six channel surface EMG are combined with simultaneous intra-
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Figure 3.1: Experimental set-up with an impression of the position of the electrodes over the m. biceps
brachii in this study (·) and in the study presented in Chapter 2 (o).

muscular scanning EMG . This scanning EMG (Stâlberg & Antoni, 1980) is used to precisely
locate the MU. On the basis of the radial changes in the surface MUP, an alternative method to
estimate MU location from observed parameters of surface EMG is proposed and evaluated.
MATERIALS

Subject selection.
Fifty-two MUs from nine healthy volunteers without signs of neuro-muscular disorders were
investigated in this study. In all subjects (six men, three women, aged 20-30 years), the MUs
from the m. biceps brachii were investigated, since that muscle has a relatively simple
morphology in which the fibres run nearly parallel to the skin surface from tendon to tendon.
All subjects gave their informed consent. The upper arm circumference (cA) was determined
about midway the upper arm. The Committee on Experiments in Humans of the Faculty of
Medicine at the University of Nijmegen approved the experimental protocol.
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Electrodes
For skin surface recordings, thirty-six gold coated screws, with a diameter of 1.2 mm and a
length of 6 mm, were used (Figure 3.1 ·). They were screwed into an electrode holder with
inter-electrode distances (IEDs) of 6 mm. The holder had circular holes to enable the
simultaneous application of needles for recording needle EMG. After cleaning the skin with
alcohol, the holder with the 36 surface electrodes was placed over the muscle, such that two
rows of 18 electrodes were placed perpendicular to the main muscle fibre direction,
approximately halfway between the motor endplate region and the distal muscle fibre-tendon
transition. No electrode paste was used. Double electrode rows were used to allow calculation
of bipolar montages in the muscle fibre direction. The motor unit potential distribution over
the skin surface caused by the same motor units and detected by electrodes aligned in muscle
fibre direction (Figure 3.1) were described in Chapter 2.
Additionally, two conventional silver-silver-chloride EEG electrodes of 10 mm
diameter with electrode paste were attached to the elbow and the hand. The first one serves as
common reference and the other one validates the "silence" of this reference electrode.
Simultaneously, two needle electrodes were used. A standard (bipolar) single fibre needle
electrode (Stâlberg & Trontelj, 1994) and a standard (bipolar) concentric needle electrode
were placed in the muscle for triggering purposes and for recording the scanning EMG
profiles, respectively. A ground electrode was placed on the wrist (Figure 3.1).
Data acquisition
The myoelectric signals leaded from the skin were amplified (Neurotop®; Nihon Kohden,
input resistance 100 MOhm) over afrequencyrange of 5-800 Hz with a gain of 50000. For
amplifying the needle electrode signals, a Medelec MS-20 (Mystro) was used. For the single
fibre electrode and the concentric needle electrode, the filter settings were 500 - 5000 Hz and 8
- 5000 Hz, respectively. Depending on the amplitude of the signals, the gain was set to 5000 or
10000 for these signals. A 50 ms delayed trigger pulse was obtained from the single fibre
electrode signal with the threshold trigger option of the Mystro (Aswip). This trigger pulse
was connected to a control unit for the scanning motor steps. Each second time a trigger pulse
entered this control unit, the motor pulled the needle 50 μτη in the direction of the skin. The
electrical signals from the surface electrodes and the motor pulse were A/D converted and
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continuously stored on a computer's hard-disk with a frequency of 2 kHz/channel and those
from both needle electrodes with 16 kHz each.
Experimental protocol
The experiments were performed on the m. biceps brachii during voluntary, low force (up to
10% of the maximal voluntary contraction), isometric contraction. During the whole
experiment, the forearm was supinated and the elbow angle was kept at 100 degrees. After
positioning the surface electrodes, the single fibre electrode was inserted. Once the action
potential of a stable firing single muscle fibre was detected, the concentric needle then was
placed approximately 2.5 cm distal from the single fibre electrode. This concentric needle
electrode was moved until a signal appeared time locked to the single fibre action potential.
Then the concentric needle electrode was pushed deeper into the muscle until this time locked
potential completely disappeared. Next, the scanning procedure was started, whereby the
scanning motor pulls the electrode towards the surface. For more details on the scanning
procedure, the reader is referred to Stâlberg & Antoni (1980), Hilton-Brown & Stâlberg (1983)
and Gootzen et al. (1992). The registrations took 40 to 120 seconds, being the time needed to
make a complete scan. The measurement protocol of one such a needle scan through the
muscle will be referred to as a "session". Before and after each session the position of the
concentric needle electrode in the muscle was determined. Thereafter, another session was
started by repositioning the single fibre electrode to a different depth. Between 4 and 5
sessions were performed in each subject, which resulted in a total of 42 sessions.
Triggerfindingand averaging
The recordings of the single fibre electrode were used to find triggers. From each session
between one and three different single fibre action potentials (belonging to different MUs)
were characterised by an amplitude window on the positive or negative peak and with an
upper limit value for duration. In the 42 sessions, 52 triggers from different MUs were
obtained. After detecting the triggers, the surface MUPs were obtained by averaging the skin
signals around these triggers with a window of 128 ms (50 ms pre- and 78 ms post-trigger
time) elevating the MUP distribution in that time window from the background surface EMG.
Simultaneously, the concentric needle signal around each trigger and the events of the motor
steps were stored.
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І20м
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5 mm

(d)
#J
Figure 3.2: Cross-sectional impression of a superficial (a, c) and a deep (b, d) MU. Unipolar (a, b) and
bipolar (с, d) MUP signals recorded at 18 sites with different radial distances r from the MU are inserted.

MU depth id) as found through scanning EMG
Per MU, 400 to 1400 triggers were detected, each contributing to a concentric needle EMG
trace. A combination of the begin position and end position of the concentric needle electrode
and the number of motor steps provided the location of the concentric needle electrode tip at
each trace. The traces were processed as described in Chapter 2 and in Gootzen et al. (1992).
The traces with a peak-peak amplitude exceeding 50ц with the slope from positive to
negative were considered to be recorded from the MU (Stàlberg & Antoni, 1980). The depth
(d) of the electro-physiological centre of the MU relative to the skin surface was defined as the
median needle tip position obtained from the distribution (over traces) of the peak-peak
amplitude in the scan.
Surface EMG parameterisation
The absence of activity between the reference electrode and the hand electrode was confirmed
in all cases. For all the averaged (wnipolar) surface MUPs, the following magnitude parameters
were determined (see Chapter 2, Figure 2.1): peak values of the negative wave (Nú) and of the
positive wave (Pu) and total area (positive and negative) below the curve (Au). Bipolar
recordings were obtained from the unipolar MUPs by subtracting successive MUPs in the
muscle fibre direction (subtracting the potentials of the 2 electrode rows pair-wise). From all
the èipolar MUPs, the peak-peak amplitude (PPb) and the area (Ab) were calculated.
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gure 3.3' The determination of /„ (with F=0.5, see eq. 3.3) from the negative peak amplitude of the MUPs
:orded by the electrodes perpendicular to the muscle fibre direction.

[ETHODS

irface MUP magnitude - MU to electrode distance relationship
ie examples in Figure 3.2 show that the magnitude of a MUP is dependent on the "radial"
>sition of the recording electrode. To quantify this dependency, for each MU (/) a power
nction was fitted through the observed surface MUP parameters as a function of the radial
stance r(i) between electrode j and the MU position.
ж Nu:
u,Ü) = k,•ι »-ω

eg. 3.1

is a constant and equals the amplitude estimate of№, at the distance rk, whereby rk is set to
mm. The power Qr, describes for each individual MU (/) how fast the MUP magnitude
ureases with increasing distance from the MU. For the results presented in Table 3.1, Qr, is
timated, as in Chapter 2, from the slope of a linear regression of the double logarithmic
lationship between r and Nu, of the 18 (ƒ) different electrodes perpendicular to the muscle
зге direction.
g(Nu,) = k.'-Qr, *log(r)

eq.3.2

lis description of the data on the basis of Q values allows comparison between MUP
irameters as well as comparison with the results of Chapter 2.
stimation of MU depth from surface EMG
lready from the above examples in Figure 3.2 it is obvious that the rate of decline of MUP
QffmitiiHf» Hf»rif»nrlc in я f^li^nr-nit ли/ал/ nn m n t n r u n i t Hf»ntn TVlic ImnwIi^Hof» oivpc ricp tc\ я
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Table 3.1: Mean and standard deviations of the powers found with least squares fitting of the surface MUP
magnitude and MU to electrode distance. The variation in Qr, represents the variation between the different
MUs (i). The powers found by means of least squares fitting through the surface MUP - MU depth (Qd)
relationship were 1.5, 1.0, 0.9,2.0 and 1.2 for Nu, Pu, Au, PPb and Ab, respectively (Chapter 2).

Qr,

Nu

Pu

Au

PPb 6mm

Ab 6mm

1.0±0.5

0.9±0.4

0.710.3

1.510.4

1.210.3

next logical step in the analysis of these data. We inverted the approach and studied the
accuracy by which MU depth can be estimated from the radial surface MUP distribution.
The parameter Nu will be used for that purpose. A cubic spline fit (Matlab®) is made
through Nu as a function of electrode position on the skin (Figure 3.3). Thereafter, the
maximal value is obtained. The rate of decline is quantified as the distance la between the
two positions on the skin with 50% of maximal amplitude. This length la is expected to be
uniquely related to the depth of the MU (d).
- = ƒ(—)
rA

eq.3.3

CA

with rA and cA as the arm radius and arm circumference, respectively.
The function ƒ in eq. 3.3 will be evaluated from the experimental results in two ways, one of
which is in accordance with the postulated power model (eq. 3.1). The other assumes a
direct proportional relation between d and la (see also the appendix).
RESULTS

Surface MUP magnitude - MU to electrode distance relationship
As said, Figure 3.2 shows two examples of 18 unipolar (3.2a and 3.2b) and 18 bipolar (3.2c
and 3.2d) MUPs generated by a superficial (3.2a and 3.2c) and a deep (3.2b and 3.2d) MU. A
MUP's dependency on the "radial" distance between the MU and the recording electrode is
clearly a function of MU depth. The results (mean and standard deviations) of fitting a power
function (see eq. 3.1 and 3.2) through the MUP parameters as a function of the MU - electrode
distance (r) are presented in Table 3.1. It was possible to calculate this power Qr reliably when
there was enough variation both in r and in the MUP parameter. When the MU was too deep
(as in Figure 3.2b), the range was too small. Therefore, only the potential distributions with a
more than 20 mm range in r and a loglinear correlation coefficient higher than 0.70 were used
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Figure 3.4: Relation between range la over the skin and MU depth d obtained from scanning EMG.
The axes are normalised for the size of the arm. The solid and interrupted lines represent the optimal fit
of these data via linear regression on the experimental relationship via eq. 3.4 and 3.5 respectively
(appendix).

to estimate Qr. For Nu, Pu, Au, PPb, and Ab this were 44, 51, 48, 27 and 22 of the total of 52
MUs, respectively. The Qr for the peak amplitudes was higher than the one for the areas (95%
CI of difference Nu-Au: [+0.03; +0.2]; Pu-Au: [+0.26; +0.47]; PPb-Ab: [+0.06; +0.24]), the
one for the negative peak higher than for the positive peak (95% CI of difference Nu-Pu:
[+0.03; +0.2]), and for bipolar parameters higher than for unipolar (95% CI of difference PPbNu: [+0.26; +0.48]; Ab-Au: [0.52; +0.64]).
Estimation of MU depth from surface EMG
Figure 3.4 reveals the relation as proposed in eq. 3.3 between the actual motor unit centre as
estimated from the scanning EMG, and la for the negative amplitude Nu. The result of linear
regression fits with eqs. 3.4 and 3.5(=3.8) (see appendix) are inserted. The electrode
configuration gives a largest possible la of 10.8cm. The distance from the MU to the position
with a 50% of maximum Nu value (rF, Figure 3.6) is about double the distance (d) from the
MU to the position with the highest Nu value just over the MU. With an arm circumference
of 29 cm, this means that the estimation de is limited to MUs not deeper than about 20 mm.
The MU depth estimates de for the 52 MUs in relation to the scanning EMG depth d are
shown in Figure 3.5. The linear correlation for the model of eq. 3.5 (correlation coefficient
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Figure 3.5: Relation between the depth d of the electrical centre of the MU below the skin surface obtained
with scanning EMG (x-axis) and estimated with surface EMG de (y-axis) for the two models used (eq. 3.4 О
and eq. 3.5 +). These descriptive models lead to the following relation for the estimations: de = 0.20la and de
= 0.49rF. The correlation coefficient is slightly better for the latter (0.87 versus 0.89).

0.89; sd 2.9 mm) is slightly better than that of the model ofeq. 3.4 (correlation coefficient
0.87; sd 3.3 mm). The values for γ and β (eqs. 3.4 and 3.5) are 0.20 and 0.49 respectively.
DISCUSSION

Like the dependency of the surface MUP magnitude on the depth of the MU below the skin
(Chapter 2), the dependency of the surface MUP magnitude on the radial distance between
the MU and the recording electrodes can be described reasonably well by an inverse power
functions. This relation was also used by Gydikov et al. (1972), Kosarov et al. (1974), and
Monster & Chan (1980). The power value depends on the chosen MUP parameter, but varies
between MUs.
In line with the MUP's depth results (Chapter 2), the bipolar MUPs decrease faster
with distance than the unipolar MUPs, the negative propagating peak decreases just
significantly faster than the final positive peak and the peak amplitudes decrease faster than
the area under the curve (Table 3.1). The cause of these differences in relation to the
theoretical knowledge about MUPs and volume conduction is extensively discussed in
Chapter 2. In summary, the negative peak results from activity which can be described by a
propagating tripole (Rosenfalck, 1969; Griep et al., 1982). Thefinalpositive peak is generated
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when this tripole reaches the musclefibre-tendontransition and can be described by a dipole
(Gootzen et al., 1991; Stegeman, et al., 1997). A dipole field decreases less fast with distance
than a tripole, which explains the differences between the Pu and Nu. That the area is less
affected by distance from the MU can be understood by the increase in broadness of surface
MUPs with increasing distance from the MU. The same phenomenon can explain that bipolar
recordings are the most affected by radial distance. An increase in broadness enhances the
overlap between MUPs recorded by successive, closely spaced, electrodes.
The distance dependency of MUPs observed in the present study as well as in previous
studies of other researchers (Gydikov et al., 1972; Kosarov et al., 1974; Monster & Chan,
1980) is less strong than the previously found dependency on MU depth (Chapter 2). This
difference expressed in Q values (Qd versus Qr, Table 3.1) is the largest for the unipolar
negative peak and the bipolar peak-peak amplitudes (for both Nu and PPu: 95% CI of
difference -0.7 to -0.4). The positive peak amplitude and the area parameters did not show a
significant difference between their dependency on MU depth and the radial MU to electrode
distance. Several reasons can be proposed for such discrepancies between the MU-depth and
the MU-to-electrode distance dependency. For example, a non-homogeneous distribution of
MUs of different sizes in the biceps brachii. However, scanning EMG parameters reflect the
size of the MU and did not depend on the depth of the MU (Chapter 2). Furthermore, when
enlarged superficial MUs would have overestimated the Nu dependency on MU depth, one
would expect the same for the other MUP parameters. Another explanation is found in a nonhomogeneous distribution of the subcutaneous fat-layer surrounding the upper arm. This can
only be true when Pu and Nu are affected differently by fat, because the distance and depth
dependency differs between MUs for Nu, but not for Pu. Although this might be true, several
other intrinsic volume conductor aspects can have caused this observation. Therefore, model
simulations are needed in attempts to better understand this phenomenon (see Chapter 4).
There was a variability in distance dependency between the MUPs of different MUs
(standard deviations in Table 3.1). Part of this variation is caused by measuring errors, for
example in the determination of the position of the concentric needle electrode during the
scan. Some assumptions also could have introduced variation, such as a cylindrical upper arm
and the loglinear relationship between the MUP magnitude and distance. However, there are
also some possible physiological sources of variation. Buchthal et al. (1957a) already
suggested that the shape of the action potential can change the power by which the amplitude
decreases with distance. A larger MU diameter will be accompanied by an increase in distance
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dependency, because the electrophysiological centre of the MU was used for the MU position.
Assuming that MU territories are approximately circular, the smallest distance between active
fibres belonging to the MU and the recording electrodes has a larger variation than the
distances between the MU centre and the electrodes. Smaller differences fdr part of the fibres
in a MU will cause a steeper amplitude drop and therefore a steeper decrease of MUP
amplitude. These factors, together with many other inter individual differences in anatomy and
tissue properties (Buchthal et al., 1955; Albers et al, 1986; Van Veen, 1992) certainly can
cause a variability of the magnitude-distance relationships as observed.
Despite the variation in distance dependency of different MUs, the average distance
dependency of the negative peak amplitude of unipolarly recorded MUPs was shown to
provide a prompt estimation of the depth of a MU. The method presented assumes a fixed
average volume conduction behaviour expressed in one parameter (eqs. 3.4 and 3.5). The
validity in its present simple form is restricted to applications in muscles and persons without a
large deviation from this behaviour. For instance, muscle atrophy or a large fat-layer will
change the volume conductor. Furthermore, because of a maximal la, in its present form our
method cannot estimate the depth of MUs deeper than about 20 mm.
In the Chapters 5 and 6 the estimation of d is based on the second model of a
proportionality between d and rF. The resulting γ=0.2 matches perfectly (eq. 3.9) with Qr=l as
obtained with eq. 3.2. Both estimation methods are almost equivalent. This means that for all
practical purposes the depth of a motor unit can be estimated as 20% of la. Comparison tests
on our data revealed that the presented method gives an at least as precise depth estimate as the
method used by Monster and Chan (1980). Because Gydikov et al. (1972) and Kosarov et al.
(1974) validated their estimate only by estimating the location of the same MU with different
surface recordings, their results cannot be compared directly.
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Appendix
For a MU depth estimation eq. 3.3 needs to be evaluated. A possible descriptive model must
fit the data as presented in Figure 3.4. Two straightforward possibilities are (Figure 3.6)
¿ = ß./„

eq.3.4

and
d = γ./>

eq. 3.5

Eq. 3.5 fits the data of Figure 3.4 slightly better than the direct proportional model of eq.
3.4 (Figure 3.5). It is brought in the form of eq. 3.3 by application of the cosine rule:
r

F2 = rA2 + (rA - df

-

2Г

А(ГА

- ¿)cosa

2

eq. 3.6
2

= 2rA (1 - cosa) - 2drA (1 - cosa) + d
with

a =
eq.3.7
and by combining eq. 3.5 and eq. 3.6:

d = rA

(1 - cosa ) - V 0 - cosa) 2 - 2 c ( l - c o s a )
eq. 3.8

with

" " ( #
and α as defined in eq. 3.7.
Eq. 3.5 is also in accordance with the power model of eq. 3.1:
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Figure 3.6: Schematic relation between la, arm radius (rA) and d with the electrode positions where V, and
Vp are measured.

4
VOLUME CONDUCTION MODELS FOR SURFACE EMG;
CONFRONTATION WITH MEASUREMENTS

ABSTRACT

Volume conduction models are used to describe and explain recorded motor unit potentials
(MUPs). So far it has remained unclear which factors have to be taken into account in a
volume conduction model. In the present study, five different models are confronted with
measured MUP distributions over the skin surface above the m. biceps brachii generated by
MUs at different depths and recorded by small surface electrodes. All model simulations
include fibres of finite length. The models differ in the size of the volume conductor
(finite/infinite), the number of different layers (1, 2 or 3) and the conductivities of these
layers (representing muscle, subcutaneous fat and skin). All measured and simulated MUPs
contain a mainly negative propagating wave followed by a positive wave simultaneously
present at all electrode positions. The magnitude of the different MUP components relative
to each other and as a function of motor unit (MU) and electrode position differ between the
models studied and the measurements. All simulated MUPs changed faster with observation
distance than the measured MUPs. The three-layer model, in which muscle tissue was
surrounded by a subcutaneous fat layer and by a layer of skin resulted in MUPs closest to
the measured MUPs.
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INTRODUCTION

Motor unit potentials (MUPs) are the building stones of the EMG. An unipolarly recorded
MUP consists of a triphasic, mainly negative potential which propagates from the motor
endplate region to the tendons and a monophasic positive potential which is generated when
the propagating potential reaches the muscle fibre-tendon transition (Gydikov & Kosarov,
1972; Gydikov, 1981; Dumitru & King, 1991; Gootzen et al, 1991; Lateva et al., 1996).
Especially when recordings are made from the skin surface, knowledge of the volume
conduction of the action potentials from the muscle fibres to the recording electrode is
necessary in order to be able to interpret the recorded signals in terms of physiological
processes and muscle structure.
To describe the volume conduction, several assumptions and simplifications have to
be made. The simplest way to describe the volume conduction is to consider a fibre in a
homogeneous, infinite medium. Probably because of their simplicity, such models were
often used (Boyd et al., 1978; Griep et al, 1978; Wani & Guha, 1980; Nandedkar et al,
1985). However, muscle fibres have finite lengths and the tissue surrounding the fibres is
anisotropic and has finite dimensions. It has been proven that without implementation of the
finite length of the muscle fibres, characteristic components of measured MUPs cannot be
explained (Gootzen, 1990; Lateva et al, 1996). It has also been shown that the influence of
the finite fibre length is accentuated by finite dimensions of the volume conductor, which
has been found to be necessary for an accurate description of MUPs recorded from the skin
surface (Gootzen et al, 1991). When recordings are made from the skin surface (surface
EMG), there are, besides muscle tissue, at least two main other layers (subcutaneous fat and
skin) in between the source of activity and the recording electrode. Gootzen (1990) showed
that a fat layer significantly enhances the MUP amplitude as simulated on the skin surface.
Additional implementation of a skin layer will probably also affect the outcome.
An important drawback until now is that none of the existing volume conduction
models have been rigorously evaluated in their ability to quantitatively describe
experimentally obtained MUPs at the skin surface. A recent study of Lateva et al. (1996)
showed that a model of finite muscle fibres in an anisotropic, infinite volume conductor is
able to reproduce the shape of recorded compound surface MUPs. For needle EMG signals
it has been indicated that a more complex volume conduction model is necessary to
reproduce the measured relationship between amplitude and observation distance (Albers et
al, 1986; Van Veen et al, 1992).
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In this paper we study how several volume conduction aspects affect the MUP
distribution over the skin surface on a qualitative and a quantitative level and which of those
aspects are necessary to describe experimentally obtained MUP distributions over the skin
surface. To this end, different volume conduction configurations are confronted with
experimental data.
The most extended form of our volume conductor model is a three-layer version of
the analytical volume conductor model proposed by Gootzen et al. (1991). The experiments
involve scanning EMG (Stâlberg & Antoni, 1980) to characterise the size and depth of the
motor unit. A multi-channel single fibre triggered surface EMG provides the MUP
distribution over the skin surface (Chapter 2 and 3).
METHODS
MODEL SIMULATIONS

The analytical volume conductor model is based on a concept expressed for instance in
Clark & Plonsey (1968) and Heringa et al. (1982). A two layer version of the model has
been extensively described by Gootzen et al. (1991). The three-layer model, as depicted
schematically in Figure 4.1, consists of a layer of skin and a layer of subcutaneous fat
I—' muscle
• fat
n
skin
^ electrode
• ^ - M U with motor endplate

Figure 4.1: The cylinder configuration used as in the volume conductor model. The radii of the cylinder
(rA), the muscle layer (rm), the fat thickness (dr) and the skin thickness (ds) are inserted as is the depth of
the MU below the skin surface (d). Also the simulated electrode positions are shown having interelectrode-distances of 12 mm.
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around muscle tissue. The anisotropy of each layer is included by entering the conductivities
in radial and axial direction independently. ІЪе volume conductor is represented by a
cylinder. As input, the model allows an arbitrary propagating line source configuration
parallel to the skin surface. Start and end effects can be added as sources representing the
finiteness of the muscle fibres. Potentials are calculated relative to a reference electrode
placed at a point far away from the active area. The model has been implemented in ANSI-C
for an HP workstation. A version written in Visual C++ and LabWindows for DOScomputers is also available. In the present study, five volume condition configurations are
simulated (Table 4.1 ). The conditions differ in the extent (finite or infinite) of the volume
conductor as well as in the number of different layers used (I, II or III).

Table 4.1: Model simulation configurations. Simulated recordings are always made at rA=35 mm.
Volume
Ш

finite

number of layers

layers (mm)

3

r m =32,d ( =l,d s =2

Ha

finite

2

rm=32,d1=0,d1=3

lib

finite

2

rm=32, d,=3, ds=0

la

finite

1

lb

infinite

1

rm=35
=0

rm °

The volume conductor parameters
The up to three conductivity layers are purely resistive with different conductivities both in
the radial (σΓ) and axial (σ ζ ) directions (capacitive effects are neglected (Gootzen et al.,
1987; Roth & Gielen, 1987)). The inner of the three tissue layers represents the muscle
tissue. Its conductivity is anisotropic. The middle layer represents subcutaneous fat and is
assumed to be isotropic with a much lower conductivity. The actual conductivities of these
first two layers are set to the same values as used by Gootzen et al. (1991). For muscle tissue
: σ Γ = 0.1 (Qm)"1 and σ ζ = 0.5 (Qm)"1, and for fat tissue : σ Γ = σ ζ = 0.05 (Qm)' 1 . The outer
layer represents the skin, which is assumed to be isotropic and to have the highest
conductivity: σΓ = σ ζ = 1.0 (Qm)"1. This choice will be discussed. The volume conductor is
surrounded by air with zero conductivity.
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Based on experiments (see measurements), the radius of the cylinder (rc) is set to 35
mm. In the three-layer simulations (Table 4.1: III), the radius of the muscle layer is 32 mm
(rm), and the thickness of the fat layer (df) and the skin layer (d,) are 1 mm and 2 mm,
respectively. In the two layer simulations (Table 4.1: Ha and lib), df or ds is set to 3 mm. In
the mono-layer simulations (Table 4.1: la and lb), rm equals rA (35 mm). The potential
distribution is calculated at 7 different positions on the cylinder surface (see Figure 4.1).
Four (1-4) positions in the muscle fibre direction at 0, 12, 24 and 36 mm from the motor end
plate region, respectively and four (Α-D) positions perpendicular to this electrode row at 0,
12, 24 and 36 mm. Electrode position 3 and electrode position A coincide.
The source parameters
Combined tripolar and dipolar sources describe the complete cycle of generation,
propagation and extinction of the action potential (see Figure 4.2). The propagating source
of a single muscle fibre is approximated by a tripole, consisting of three point sources at a
fixed distance from each other. The distances between the first and second, and second and
third monopoles are set to 1.6 mm and 3.2 mm, respectively. The total spatial extension of
the intracellular action potential is therefore 4.8 mm. MUPs are taken as the summation of
300 single fibre action potentials at the same cross-sectional position and with the same
propagation velocity. Variations between the single fibre action potentials are incorporated
by varying the motor end plate regions according to a normal distribution (standard
deviation (sd) = 3 mm), and the proximal and distal fibre end position (sd = 4 mm). The
length of the fibres is set to 12 cm. The propagation velocity of the fibres in each motor unit
(MU) is implemented as a scaling factor of the x-axis (time) which is adapted to those found
in the experimental results.
Three MUs are assumed with a depth of 5 mm (MU a), 7.5 mm (MU b) and 15 mm
(MU c) below the skin surface. These three depths are chosen, because they include the
most superficial MU (5 mm) and the deepest MU (15 mm) which can generate surface
MUPs sufficiently well above signal noise level during low force contractions (Chapter 2).
The MUPs obtained by these three MUs will be compared to measured MUPs of MUs at
approximately the same depth below the skin surface (see measurements). To align the
simulated and measured action potentials, the propagation velocity of the fibres is adjusted
to the measured velocity (Table 4.2: 3.8, 3 and 3.8 m/s for MU a, b and c, respectively). The
sd of 3 mm in motor endplate region implies a maximal temporal dispersion (±2 sd) of 3.1
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the behaviour of six monopole configurations on the two halves of
one fibre representing the generation of the action potential at the motor endplate (a, b), the propagation of
the action potential over the fibre (c, d) and the ending of the action potential at the muscle fibre - tendon
transition (e, f, g). The larger symbols represent "full-grown" dipole moments, the small ones refer to
either increasing or decreasing moments.

and 4 ms with propagation velocities of 3.8 and 3 m/s, respectively. The differences in fibre
length give extra temporal dispersion in the extinction of the action potential.
MEASUREMENTS

The results of two studies investigating different aspects of the MUP distribution by fiftytwo MUs in nine healthy volunteers are used in this study. These results are described in
Chapter 2 and 3. The data sets of three representative MUs are used to represent typical
MUP wave-form distributions generated by MUs at three different depths (about 5, 7.5 and
15 mm) below the skin surface. The relationship between the MUP amplitude and the
position of the MU (Chapter 2) and the recording electrode (Chapter 3) obtained from 52
MUPs is also referred to in the present study.
The m. biceps brachii, which was investigated, has a relative simple morphology in
which the fibres run reasonable parallel to the skin surface from tendon to tendon. From the
subjects, several anthropometric parameters are obtained. The upper arm circumference (cA)
is determined about halfway between the motor endplate region and the distal tendon of the
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т. biceps brachii. The total thickness of the fat and skin layers (dj+s) above the m. biceps
brachii is defined as the distance between the muscle tissue and the skin surface derived
from the most superficial position of the needle where it is possible to record single fibre
EMG activity. Echo images of one subject indicate a skin layer (ds) of 2 mm. Compared to
the thickness of the layer of fat, skin thickness is not likely to have a large variability
between subjects. Therefore, in all subjects ds = 2 mm and the fat layer (dj) is taken as df+s ds mm. All subjects gave their informed consent. The Committee on Experiments in Humans
of the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Nijmegen approved the experimental
protocol.
For detailed information about the equipment used, the experimental protocol and the
data processing the reader is referred to Chapter 2 and 3 of this thesis. In summary, the
experiments involve multi-channel surface EMG combined with scanning EMG (Stâlberg &
Antoni, 1980). The surface electrodes with a diameter of 1.2 mm are placed over the skin,
such that two columns of electrodes are placed in alignment with the muscle fibres and two
rows are placed along the circumference of the arm, perpendicular to the muscle fibre
direction. The inter-electrode-distances are 6 mm. On the elbow a common reference
electrode for the recording of the unipolar surface EMG is attached. Simultaneously, two
needle electrodes are used. A standard single fibre needle electrode (Stâlberg & Trontelj,
1994) and a standard concentric needle electrode are placed in the muscle for triggering
purposes and for recording scanning EMG profiles, respectively. The triggers from the
single fibre needle serve to obtain the scan and to average out the surface MUPs. The
recordings are made during voluntary, low force, isometric contraction.
The obtained scan is parameterised by two parameters, (i) The integral (5 (mV*mm))
over the peak-peak amplitude over the cross-section of the MU is taken to represent the
number of fibres in the MU. (ii) The position in the scan where 50% of the contribution to S
is obtained from the traces deeper than that point in the cross-section of the MU representing
the depth (d) of the electro-physiological centre of the MU relative to the skin surface.
The averaged surface MUPs are normalised to MU size by dividing them by S (the
integral over the peak-peak amplitude over the cross-section of the MU). Figure 4.3 shows a
typical example of the MUP distribution over the skin-surface generated by a rather
superficial MU (Figures 4.4 and 4.5 (a,0)). From the ипіроіаг surface MUPs the peak values
of the negative wave (Nú) and of the positive wave (Pu) are determined (see inset to Figure
4.3). The propagation velocity of the negative wave over the muscle fibres was estimated by
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Figure 4.3: Typical example of a measured MUP distribution over the skin surface resulting from a
superficial MU. Fifteen MUPs recorded by electrodes placed in approximate alignment with the muscle
fibre direction (from above to below) and nine MUPs recorded by electrodes placed perpendicular to the
muscle fibre direction (left to right, on the bow) are shown as well as some parameters (v, the propagation
velocity and If, the average muscle fibre length) estimated by this MUP distribution (see text). In the
insertion, the used parameterisation of one of the unipolar MUPs is shown.

fitting a line through the displacement of Nu from the motor end plate region in proximal and
distal direction. The intercept of these two lines indicates the position of the motor endplate
region. The intercepts of these two lines with the occurrence of Pu represent the proximal and
distal musclefibre-tendontransitions. From this, the length of the proximal and distal half of
thefibreand the total fibre length were estimated (lfh lp, l¡).
In Table 4.2, the upper arm geometry parameters and MU characteristics of 3 of the
52 measured MUs are presented as well as the equivalent parameters used for the model
simulations. Besides the MU depth, only the propagation velocity is adjusted for the
individual simulated MUs. These parameters are taken as the average value of the three
measured values. To be able to compare the MUP magnitudes of the 5 different simulations
at the 3 different MU depths, the other model parameters are not adjusted per MU. The
actual estimated depths of the measured MUs under the skin surface as estimated by
scanning EMG are 5.3, 7.2 and 15.4 mm. For these MUs, in the model MU depths were
taken 5, 7.5 and 15 mm, respectively.
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Table 4.2: The upper arm circumference {cA\ the thickness of the fat with skin layer (df+s), the length of
the muscle fibres (/ƒ), the propagation velocity (v) and the depth of the motor units below the skin surface
{d) of the 3 different measured MUs (a, b and c) and the values used for the model simulations (Model).
The 3 different simulated MUs differ only in their position relative to the skin surface (d) and their
propagation velocity (v).

MUa
MUb
MUc
Model

сA (cm)

df+s (mm)

//(cm)

v(m/s)

c/(mm)

23

3

12.3

3.8

5.3

22.5

3.5

11.9

3.0

7.2

20.5

3

12

3.8

15.4

22

3

12

3.8,3,3.8

5,7.5,15

RESULTS

MUP wave-form along the fibre
The three graphs in the upper row (0) of Figure 4.4 represent surface MUPs along the fibre
direction, generated by a superficial MU (a), an intermediately deep MU (b) and a deep MU
(c). The 4 MUPs plotted in each graph correspond to the MUPs recorded with 4 electrodes
above the centre of the MU, in line with the muscle fibre direction (Figure 4.1: electrodes 1,
2, 3 and 4). All MUPs show a main negative wave followed by a positive wave. The
negative wave of the MUPs generated by the two more superficial MUs (column a and b)
clearly appears at different times at different recording positions. The final positive wave,
the "end effect", appears simultaneously at all electrodes and with approximately the same
amplitude. In between the motor endplate region and the tendon (electrode 2, 3, 4), the
negative wave is preceded by a small positive wave. Around the motor endplate region, this
wave is not present (electrode 1). The MUPs generated by the deepest MU do not show such
a clear propagation or change in wave shape as a result of recording position. The duration
of the negative wave increases with increasing MU depth. The results of the simulations
with the five different volume conduction models are presented in the other rows of Figure
4.4.
Comparing the amplitude of the negative peak at different positions on the skin
surface in Figure 4.4, it can be seen that the negative peak amplitude is higher around the
motor endplate region (1) than at other places in the muscle fibre direction (2, 3, 4). The
amplitude differences are also expressed in the vertical-scales of the graphs in Figures 4.4
and 4.5.
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,d 5 mm

time (ms)

MUPs

d 15 mm

time (ms)

Figure 4.4: MUPs along the muscle recorded (row 0) and simulated (row III, IIa, IIb, la, lb; see Table 4.1)
for MUs located at 5 mm (column a), 7.5 mm (column b) and 15 mm (column c) below the skin-surface.
Each graph contains MUPs recorded straight above the MU around 0 mm, 12 mm, 24 mm and 36 mm
distal from the motor endplate region (see Figure 4.1). The vertical-scale in each graph of the upper row
(row 0) present the highest Mv-value obtained at that depth as a percentage of the highest TVu-value
obtained at a depth of 5 mm (column a). The vertical-scales in all other graphs indicate the highest Nuvalue obtained with that model at that depth as a percentage of the highest Nu- value obtained in the 3 layer
volume conductor (row III) at a depth of 5 mm (column a).
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MUP wave-form along the circumference
The graphs in Figure 4 5 represent MlJPs from the same (measured and simulated) MUs as
presented in Figure 4.4. In this figure, however, 4 MUPs recorded with electrodes placed
along the circumference and thus perpendicular to the muscle fibre direction are shown
ineach graph (Figure 4.1: electrode А, В, С and D). Electrode A in column (a), (b) and (c) of

(a)d5 mm

(b) d 7 5 mm

(c) d 15 mm

time (ms)

Figure 4.5 MUPs along the circumference of the arm recorded (row 0) or simulated (row III, IIa, IIb, Ia,
lb, see Table 4 1) from MUs, located at 5 mm (column a), 7 5 mm (column b) and 15 mm (column c)
below the skin-surface Each graph contains MUPs recorded at position A to D (see Figure 4 1 and 4 2)
The MUPs are normalised to the same peak-values as in Figure 4 4
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Figure 4.5 respectively corresponds to electrode 4, 3 and 4 in Figure 4.4. The upper row
(row 0) represents measured MUPs. In each graph, the MUP with the highest amplitude was
recorded directly above the MU, while the other MUPs were recorded 12, 24 and 36 mm
medial from that position over the skin surface. The MUP magnitude changed with
recording position in the superficial MU (4.5a), but the triphasic propagating wave and the
final positive wave remained visible. Increasing the recording distance from the
intermediately deep MU (4.5b), changed the propagating wave into a monophasic one in
addition to an overall decrease in magnitude. The MUPs from the deep MU (4.5c) were the
least affected by electrode position.
Amplitude
The vertical scale in each graph with simulated MUPs of Figure 4.4 shows the value of the
maximal negative peak amplitude obtained by that specific simulation configuration
(volume conduction model and MU depth) as a percentage of this parameter obtained by the
3-layer model simulating a MU 5 millimetres below the skin surface (Figure 4, case a III).
Looking at the percentages, it appears that a change in volume conductor model largely
affects the MUP amplitude.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show that the MUP magnitude decreases with increasing MU
depth (going from columns a to c) and increasing distance from the direct line above the MU
(going from electrode A to D in each graph of Figure 4.5). In Figure 4.6, the ratio between
measured and simulated MUP parameters as a function of radial observation distance from
the MU is presented for the three different MU depths studied. So, the larger the deviation
from 1, the larger is the difference between the measured and the simulated MUP
parameters. In each graph in Figure 4.6, an increasing deviation from 1 towards higher
values with increasing radial observation distance indicates a faster decrease in amplitude
with increasing radial distance than the one observed in the measurements. Similarly, an
increasing deviation from 1 towards higher values with increasing MU depth at the smallest
radial distance in each graph indicates a faster decrease in MUP amplitude with increasing
MU depth than the measured relationship. At all MU depths, looking at both the negative
and the positive peak amplitudes, model III deviates the least and model lib the most from
the measurements.
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Figure 4.6: The relation between the measured and the modelled MUP parameters Nu (a, с, e) and Pu (b,
d, t) as a function of radial observation distance from the MU for three different MU depths: 5 mm (a, b),
7.5 mm (c, d) and 15 mm (e, f) below the skin surface. All data points are normalised to the value of Nu
obtained at electrode position A (see Figure 4.1) generated by a MU at 5 mm depth. The lines represent
connected data points of the average measured data relative to the simulation results of 5 different volume
conductor models (see Table 4.1). A value of 1 for all values of r (dashed lines) would reveal a perfect
match between simulated and measured data.
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DISCUSSION

Many studies use models to describe and explain recorded MUPs. Most of these use models
in which the volume conductor description is the simplest way possible. The finiteness both
of the muscle fibre and of the volume conductor dimensions has often been neglected.
Nowadays, it has been accepted that implementation of fibres of finite length is necessary to
obtain MUPs with wave-shapes as measured at the skin surface. With inclusion of finite
muscle fibre length, but without finite dimension of the volume conductor, Lateva and coworkers (1996) showed that action potentials with wave-shapes similar to measured
compound surface muscle action potentials can be obtained. Our results show that for the
simulation of MUP distributions over the skin surface for MUs at different depths below the
skin surface it is necessary to include a much more complicated volume conduction model.
Basic motor unit potential characteristics
A MUP is the spatial and temporal summation of action potentials of the muscle fibres
belonging to that MU. Single fibre potentials are generated at the motor endplate,
approximately midway over the muscle fibre. These action potentials propagate in two
directions from the motor endplate over the musclefibretowards the tendon (see Figure 4.2).
At the musclefibre-tendontransition they gradually disappear. The propagating action
potential gives rise to a so-called quadrupolar current source (Plonsey, 1974; Stegeman et ai,
1997). This quadrupole can be conceived as two dipoles orientated such that the two negative
poles of each dipole superimpose. It is therefore often called a tripole (+ = +). The two dipoles
have equal strength so that the effective dipole moment of the source is zero (Stegeman et al,
1997). The result for superficial MUs is a triphasic wave-form with a central large negative
wave surrounded on both sides by smaller positive waves (Figures 4.3 and 4.4 (a)).
During the initiation of the action potential at the motor endplate and during the
termination of this action potential at the musclefibre-tendontransition, the trailing dipole and
the leading dipole are still growing and extincting, respectively (see Figure 4.2). Therefore, at
these positions unbalanced quadrupoles are created, resulting in an effective dipolar source. At
the musclefibre-tendontransition this results in a potential field positive at the side of the fibre
and negative at the side of the tendon, here referred to as the end effect orfinalpositive wave.
Its amplitude is maximal close to the musclefibre-tendontransition and decreases gradually
up to a few centimetres from the source. Because this dipole is generated in a volume
conductor of finite dimensions (in the present study the arm), the tail of the dipole can be
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recorded at all positions on the body as long as the recording and reference electrode are on
different sides of the source, better known as the far field phenomenon (Dumitru & King,
1991; Stegeman et ai, 1997).
At the motor endplate two action potentials start propagating in opposite directions
causing two dipoles close together, pointing in opposite directions (Figure 4.2). Hence, these
starting sources partly cancel and their effect on the action potential shape is much lower than
that of the dipoles at the muscle fibre - tendon transitions (Gootzen et al, 1991). Combined,
they spatially cause a tripolar potential field with a central non propagating negative peak
(Lateva et al., 1996). The simultaneous onset of the MUPs in all axially displaced electrodes is
clear form Figure 4.4. No farfieldpotential distribution is generated.
MUP wave-form
The measured MUPs as well as the MUPs generated by the five different volume conductor
models contain all aspects described above. Due to start up effects, the negative peak
amplitude of the simulated MUPs around the motor endplate region is about 140%, 170%
and 200% from this peak at other axial positions 5, 7.5 and 15 mm above the MU (Figure
4.4). This provides an explanation for the lowered dependency of the MUP amplitude on
MU depth about midway on the muscle fibre observed in Chapter 2.
The measured MUPs also have a negative peak with a higher amplitude around the
motor endplate region than at other axial positions. This in agreement with observations of
other researchers (e.g. Gydikov & Kosarov, 1972; Lateva et al., 1996). However, in the
measurements this difference does not increase with MU depth. This is probably due to a far
from perfect placement of the recording electrode above the motor endplate region, which
would also explain the relative slow rise time of this negative wave compared to the same
simulated waves.
Increasing the MU depth in the measurements and model simulations does not only
enhance the relative start effect, but enhances even more the relative end effect. Increasing
the radial distance between the MU and the recording position by placing the MU deeper or
by replacing the recording electrode over the skin surface to the medial or lateral direction
strongly increases the duration of the propagating wave of the MUP. Because the total
duration of the MUP is limited by the start and end of propagation, increasing the distance
between the MU and the recording electrode turns the propagating triphasic wave gradually
into a monophasic wave (Gootzen et al., 1991).
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Some aspects of the shape of the measured MUPs could not be obtained by the
simulations. The duration of the negative peak of the simulated MUPs was always shorter
than the duration of the measured MUPs generated by MUs at approximately the same
depth. This cannot be caused by more variation between the individual single fibre action
potentials in the measurements, because an increase in such a variation parameter would
hardly affect the negative wave, but does increase the duration and amplitude of the positive
wave (Gootzen et al., 1991).
The measured final positive wave returns slowly to the baseline, while a more abrupt
end of this wave is present in the simulated MUPs. Lateva and co-workers (1996) related
this part of the potential to a slow repolarisation stage. Simulations including such a
repolarisation stage might better describe this part of the measured wave-shapes. However,
recent direct measurements of intracellular muscle fibre activity (Wallinga-de Jonge,
personal communication) did not reveal such a slow repolarisation phase.
The "end effect" is less pronounced in the simulated MUPs than in the measured
MUPs from the two more superficial MUs in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 and the two positive
phases surrounding the negative wave are generally more pronounced in the simulations.
With respect to these positive phases the three-layer model (III) comes closest to the
measured MUPs.
Effect of the volume conductor on the amplitude of the MUP
All simulated MUs contained 300 fibres with the same properties. Nevertheless, the
different volume conductors caused a wide variety of MUP amplitudes. Because the
simulations do not allow comparison with the measurements in absolute amplitudes, these
differences do not provide any information about the validity of the different models, but
clearly indicate how a change in volume conductor can affect the recorded MUP amplitude
at the skin surface.
Within the range of MU depths simulated, making the infinite volume conductor
finite (compare model lb with la) doubles the negative peak amplitude of the MUPs,
increases the positive final peak even more, and slightly decreases their dependency on
recording position or MU depth. This is in compliance with the idea that a boundary acts
like a flat mirror when the MU is relatively close to this boundary (Gootzen et al., 1991).
When MUs will be simulated in a cylinder with a smaller diameter, it can be expected that
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the difference between both simulation conditions will become larger (Gootzen, 1990; Van
Veen, 1992).
Filling the outer sheet of the model with a poorly conducting medium, such as fat is,
increases the steepness of the MUP amplitude dependency on radial distance (Figure 4.6,
compare model la with lib). Apparently, the MU becomes virtually more superficial. That is
because hardly any current enters this high resistance layer which becomes an isopotential
region. Few current implies a small voltage change between superficial and deeper parts of
that layer. This observation is in line with the observation of Barkhaus and Nandedkar
(1994) who showed that an increase of the skinfold thickness (skin plus fat) from 4 to 18
mm resulted in a modest decrease of the amplitude to 40%, whereas our results show that
with a real depth increase of a MU in the muscle tissue the amplitude decreases to less than
10%. The high resistive layer also increases the simulated MUP amplitude drastically when
compared to an homogeneous volume conductor (Figure 4.4, compare model la with lib).
This can be understood by the same argument. The outer layer restricts the size of the low
resistance volume where current can flow easily. Restriction of the current increases the
potential at the inner surface of that layer. But the voltage at the outer part of this layer
"sees" the bio-electric source through a high impedance. This fact becomes clear as soon as
the outer surface of this layer is shunted by a better conducting medium (model III). Then a
relative short-circuiting over this outer layer occurs. The potential profile is largely
smoothed. The steepness of the radial distance dependences decreases drastically, as does
the absolute value of the potential at sites with the extreme values (Figures 4.5 and 4.6,
compare model IIb with III). This shunting phenomenon, indicated as "blur distortion" in
the EEG literature (skull to skin) (Le J Gevins, 1993), is relative and will be stronger when
the impedance of the underling layer increases e.g. because of its thickness. The latter may
explain why Solomonow et al. (1994) found that cross-talk increases with increasing
thickness of the fat layer.
Amplitude-MU depth and amplitude-observation distance relationships
On average, the negative peak amplitude of 52 MUPs measured at the skin surface above the
m. biceps brachii decreases with increasing MU depth and increasing radial distance from
the MU with a power of 1.8 and 1.0, respectively (Chapters 2 and 3). The positive peak
amplitude decreases with increasing MU depth and increasing radial distance from the MU
with a power of 1.1 and 0.9, respectively.
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Like the measurements, in all the simulation models the positive peak amplitude is
less affected by electrode distance and MU depth than the negative peak amplitude. This can
be explained by the difference in source type as discussed in the beginning of this
discussion. However, all simulated MUPs decrease faster with increasing depth and radial
distance than the measured MUPs, independent of which of the 5 volume conduction models
is considered. In this, the mono-layer of finite dimensions (lb) is better than the one of
infinite extension (la). Also here, the results of the three-layer model are closest to the
measurements.
Measured MUPs decrease more rapidly with increasing MU depth than with
increasing radial distance from a single MU. The simulations presented have shown that
within our modelling approach this can only be explained by a having a high conductivity at
the boundary of the volume conductor (model III or Ha). In our approach this layer is
thought of as a skin-layer. As far as we know it is not known whether skin has a
conductivity which can be as high as 1.0 (Dm* ). In addition, the simulated and measured
MUPs distributions do not perfectly match. Therefore, it is uncertain whether this skin layer
and not other not-modelled factors cause the difference between the MU depth and radial
observation distance dependency of surface MUPs.
So, the three-layer model is able to describe most of the aspects of MUPs recorded at
the skin surface above the m. biceps brachii. However, still discrepancies between the
measured and simulated MUP distributions remain. These discrepancies may have a number
of reasons. Measured MUs have a diameter between 0.5 and 2.5 cm, while the simulated
MUs have no dimensions in that direction. However, when the simulated MUs would have
an extension, the closest fibres to the skin surface would be even closer to the skin surface
causing an even faster decrease with increasing MU depth. Another explanation may lay in
the cylindrical shape of the volume conductor and its layers. The upper arm is no pure
cylinder, and the subcutaneous fat layer is not completely homogeneously distributed. At the
medial and lateral sides of the upper arm the fat layer is thicker than just above the biceps. A
third possibility is a fundamental problem with the "classical" volume conduction
descriptions when applied to muscle tissue. It can be noticed that for "microscopic" volume
conduction to explain needle EMG recordings it was found to be necessary to take specific
muscle tissue characteristics into account including blood vessels and connective tissue
(Van Veen, 1992).

5
MOTOR UNIT SIZE ESTIMATION:
CONFRONTATION OF SURFACE EMG
WITH MACRO EMG

ABSTRACT

Surface EMG is little used for diagnostic purposes in clinical neurophysiology, mainly
because it provides little direct information on individual motor units (MUs). One of the
techniques to estimate the MU size is intra-muscular Macro EMG. The present study
compares SEMG with Macro EMG. Fifty-eight channel SEMG was recorded
simultaneously with Macro EMG. Individual MUPs were obtained by single fibre triggered
averaging. All recordings were made from the biceps brachii of healthy subjects during
voluntary contraction at low force. High positive correlations were found between all Macro
and surface motor unit potential (MUP) parameters: area, peak-peak amplitude, negative
peak amplitude and positive peak amplitude. The MUPs recorded with SEMG were
dependent on the distance between the MU and the skin surface. Normalising the surface
EMG parameters for MU location did not improve the correlation coefficient between the
parameters of both techniques. The two measurement techniques had almost the same
relative range in MUP parameters in any individual subject compared to the others,
especially after normalising the surface MUP parameters for MU location. MUPs recorded
with this type of surface EMG provide useful information about the MU size.
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INTRODUCTION

A motor unit (MU) comprises the motor neurone, its axon, the motor end-plates and the
muscle fibres innervated by the axon. MUs and their activity can be characterised by the
number of muscle fibres, cross-sectional area of the motor unit territory, fibre density, fibre
type, recruitment threshold, mean firing rate, contractile characteristics, fatigability, fibre
length, fibre diameter and position of the motor end plates. Many neuro-muscular diseases
cause changes in the MUs. Many of these changes of the motor unit characteristics can be
detected with electromyographic (EMG) techniques.
Needle electrodes with different recording areas provide information about different
aspects of the MU (Stâlberg, 1986). With its large recording area, Macro EMG provides
information of the entire cross-sectional area of the MU inside the muscle and is often used
to estimate the MU size, while other needle EMG methods only record from a portion of the
MU (Stâlberg, 1980). A technique using surface recordings and spike triggering (intramuscular needle electrode) for estimation the number of MUs has been developed by
Doherty et al. (1995). Otherwise, there is little experience of using surface EMG to study
individual motor units and their details. The non-invasive character of surface EMG has
advantages compared to needle EMG: it is less painful for patients, giving the opportunity of
studying more muscles and it is easily applicable in children. Disadvantages for clinical
diagnostic routines may be a low resolution to detect details of the motor unit. There is lack
of knowledge regarding the relationship between the signal generator, the motor unit, and
the motor unit potential parameters in the surface EMG.
The problem in studying individual MUs with surface EMG is twofold. First, the
isolation of individual MUs from the interference pattern, and second the dependence of the
action potential shape and amplitude on the MU position relative to the skin-surface.
Averaging is necessary to study individual MU activity in Macro and surface EMG. Like in
standard Macro EMG, a Single Fibre electrode can be used for triggering purposes. In the
long run it is of course desirable to avoid needles in combination with surface EMG. A
trigger signal from surface EMG can be obtained by applying a spatial filtering technique to
a two dimensional array of surface electrodes with small leading off surfaces (Reucher et al.,
1987a; b).
The aim of this study was the representation of the MU in surface EMG. This was
realised by comparing Macro MUPs with surface MUPs using a single fibre electrode for
triggering.
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METHODS

Subjects
Six healthy volunteers without signs of neuromuscular disorders were investigated. Relevant
subject data are given in Table 5.1. The m. biceps brachii was investigated, because of its
well defined structure with fibres parallel to each other and to the skin surface. The upper
arm circumference (cA) was determined around the middle of the upper arm. Also the
thickness of the fat layer was determined at that position as the distance between the muscle
tissue and the skin surface derived from the most superficial position of the needle where it
was possible to record single fibre EMG. The electrode holder to skin distance and the
electrode holder to single fibre electrode distance were subtracted. All subjects gave their
informed consent. The Committee on Experiments in Humans of the Faculty of Medicine at
the University of Uppsala approved the experimental protocol.

Table 5.1: Selected anthropometric data.

Subject Gender Age (years) cA(cm) Fat layer (mm)
female
male
female
male
male
male

24
25
55
30
30

21.5
28.0
23.0
28.0

2
2

29.0

3
3

29

26.3

3

10

Macro EMG and Single Fibre EMG
Macro EMG was recorded with a standard Macro EMG electrode (Stâlberg, 1980; 1990).
The electrode has a single fibre recording surface on the side of the cannula, 7.5 mm from
the tip and 35 mm from the electrode holder. A two-channel recording was made. On one
channel the single fibre signal was recorded (using the cannula as reference). On the other
channel, the signal between the cannula and a remote reference was recorded. The same
reference electrode was used for the surface EMG.
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Surface EMG
Fifty-eight gold coated screws, with a diameter of 1.2 mm and a length of 6 mm, were
mounted into an electrode holder and used as surface electrodes (see Figure 5.1a). The
electrode holder was constructed from identical elements. Each element was made of a
perspex body in which four recording electrodes could be placed with an inter-electrode
distance of 6 mm. In the centre of each element a circular hole was made to provide
simultaneous access to the muscle with the Macro EMG electrode. The elements were
bound together in a cross-form (See Figures 5.1b and 5.2). In the muscle fibre direction
(proximal-distal) 8 elements holding two electrode columns with 15 and 11 electrodes were
bound together by stainless steal pins. In the other direction (medial-lateral) 9 elements
holding two rows of 18 electrodes were bound together by nylon wires, to fit limb geometry.
The outer sites of the medial and lateral part of the electrode holder were connected with
elastic bands. By connecting the elastic bands, the electrodes could easily be placed on a
fixed position on the muscle with a constant inter-electrode distance. Double electrode rows
were used to check signal profiles for signal integrity. The electrodes perpendicular to the
muscle fibre direction were placed approximately half-way between the motor endplate
region and the distal musclefibre-tendontransition.
Additionally, two gold coated electrodes with a diameter of 1 cm were attached to the skin
with electrode paste on the elbow (common reference) and the hand (to validate the elbow
as a silent reference electrode). A metal plate around the wrist was used as ground electrode.
Data acquisition
For displaying the needle electrode signals, a Medelec MS-20 (Myslro®) was used. The
single fibre EMG was amplified over afrequencyrange of 500 Hz to 16 kHz and the Macro
EMG over 8 Hz to 8 kHz. On line, the Macro MUP was extracted by averaging the cannula
signal using the single fibre EMG recording for triggering. This Macro MUP was printed on
paper and the trigger generated by the single fibre EMG was turned into an analogue trigger
pulse by the trigger option (Aswip) of the Mystro. The continuous Macro EMG signal
together with the trigger pulse signal and the 58 surface EMG signals were amplified (500
times, input impedance 100 MOhm) over afrequencyrange of 2-800 Hz, A/D converted (16
bits) and stored on the hard-disk of a computer with a sample frequency of 4 kHz / channel
(Vision Research, Amsterdam®). Just before and after the recording, the surface EMG
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Figure 5.1 Experimental set-up with a few elements of the electrode holder (a) and an impression of the
position of all electrodes over the m biceps brachu in this study (b)

signals were displayed on a computer screen. During the recording, it was not possible to
display the surface EMG signals.
Experimental protocol
Recordings were performed from the biceps brachii muscle during voluntary, low force (up
to 10% of the maximal volunatry contraction), isometric contraction. During the experiment,
the subject was sitting in a chair, the upper arm slightly abducted besides the trunk, the
forearm supinated and the elbow angle at around 100 degrees. Prior to electrode placement
body lotion was applied to the skin surface, because conventional electrode paste short-
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Figure 5.2: Typical example of the unipolarly recorded MUP distribution over the skin surface from a
superficial MU simultaneously with the Macro MUP. The parameterization of the MUPs is shown in the
insert.

circuits the electrodes, whereas dry skin gives a too high electrode-to-skin impedance. After
placing the surface electrodes and visually inspecting the signals, the Macro needle
electrode was placed 2 cm proximal to the surface electrode row perpendicular to the muscle
fibre direction. Once a stable firing individual muscle fibre action potential was found an
amplitude threshold was set to the singlefibre-signalto generate a trigger signal. The signals
were recorded for 30 to 40 seconds until at least 150 trigger pulses were detected. After each
recording, the depth of the single fibre recording site was determined by measuring the
length of the remaining part of the Macro electrode above the skin. On average, recordings
from 10 MUs per subject were obtained, at different sites.
Parameterisation
Surface and Macro MUPs were obtained off-line by averaging the recordings around the
trigger signals with a window of 128 ms (50 ms pre- and 78 ms post-trigger time) so that the
MUPs having a constant temporal relation with the activity of the triggering signal were
extracted from the background EMG. This digitised Macro MUP was visually compared to
the printout of the on-line obtained Macro MUP using software written in Matlab®.
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The inactivity of the reference electrode was checked by inspection of the hand to
elbow montage before further signal processing. Figure 5.2 shows a typical example of the
potential distribution over the skin-surface of a superficial MU. In the present study, the
parameters from the electrodes placed parallel to the muscle fibres (top to bottom in Figure
5.2) were used to estimate the position of the electrode grid with respect to the motor
endplate and to check the quality of the measurement. From the 36 surface MUPs obtained
from the electrodes perpendicular to the muscle fibres (left to right in Figure 5.2) and the
Macro MUPs, the peak value and the area of the propagating negative wave (N & AN) and
the final positive wave (P & AP), the peak-peak amplitude (PP) and total area under the
signal during the epoch of 45 ms around the MUP (A) were calculated (see inset Figure 5.2).
The parameters of the surface MUPs recorded from the two rows perpendicular to the
muscle fibre direction were averaged in pairs, leaving 18 parameters representing the change
in MUP magnitude with increasing distance over the skin. The maxima of these sets of
wnipolar surface MUP parameters were used as MU size indicators (Nu, Pu, PPu, ANu, APu,
Au) to be compared with the Macro MUP parameters (Nm, Pm, PPm, ANm, APm, Am).
Depth normalisation of the surface MUPs to a depth of 1 mm
The course over the skin of Nu in the direction perpendicular to the muscle fibre direction
was used for motor unit depth (d) estimation. First, a cubic spline fit (Matlab®) was made
through Nu as a function of electrode position on the skin (Figure 5.3). Thereafter, the
maximal value was obtained. The distance over the skin where higher Nu 's were measured
than 50% of this maximum was denoted as /„. This last parameter is directly related to d.

0

50
100
distance over the skin (mm)

0

50
100
distance over the skin (mm)

Figure 5.3. The determination of la for a superficial (a) and a deep (b) MU.
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Assuming that Nu and distance are inversely related (Gydikov et al., 1972; Kosarov et al.,
1974; Monster and Chan, 1980) and that the upper arm can be described by a cylinder, d
was estimated (see Chapter III). Considering the 18 surface electrodes with 6 mm interelectrode distances, the largest possible la is 10.8 cm. With an arm circumference of 29 cm,
the d estimation is limited to parts not deeper than 22 mm.
The d estimates were used to normalise the surface MUP parameters with depth. The
Area parameters and the positive peak are known to have a different relationship with
07
distance (Chapter 3). The actual magnitude - distance relationship for Au and Pu are 1/r
and 1/r 0 '9 , respectively (r = radial distance; Figure 5.3). The following normalisation (to a d
of 1 mm) equations arise:

nNu = Nu(d]

nPu = Pu[d\

nAu = Aild-\

nPPu=PPu(d)

Statistical methods
The data are presented as mean ± sd. Using SPPS® statistical software, the Pearson's
correlation coefficient on the logarithmic data was used to study the interrelationship
between parameters. 95% confidence intervals of the slopes estimates were obtained by
linear regression through the origin. The results were considered as significant when P<0.05.

Table 5.2: Mean and standard deviation (m ± sd) of all parameters obtained from the Macro MUPs and
the surface MUPs with the 95% confidence interval of the slope between the parameters obtained with the
two measurement techniques.

А ( ц *тз)
Macro 456±278
Surface 301±209
Slope
0.59-0.71

РР(ц )
105±80
33±26
0.23-0.31

A N (μV*ms)
181±130
99±92
0.51-0.62

AP^V*ms) Щ ц )
Р(ц )
164±110
82±71
23±14
90±72
18±18 15±9
0.50-0.60
0.14-0.22 0.55-0.66
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Figure 5.4: Six typical examples of MUPs of different MUs at different depths. In each graph 7 MUPs
recorded with surface electrodes (thin lines) placed parallel to the fibre direction (top bottom Figure 5.2
are shown with the Macro MUP (thick line) of the same MU. The depth of the single fibre recordings are
indicated in mm.

RESULTS

In total, 63 different MUs in 6 subjects were studied. No visual differences in shape and
amplitude of the printed Macro MUPs (amplified over 8 Hz-8 kHz) and the digitised Macro
MUPs (amplified over 2 Hz-800 Hz) were observed. Most surface MUPs had lower
amplitudes than the Macro MUPs (Table 5.2). The area parameters A, AP and AN showed
less difference between the Macro and surface MUPs than the peak parameters PP, Ρ and N.
The positive peak Ρ also showed less difference between the two recording techniques than
the negative peak N.
Generally, both the MUPs from the surface EMG and the Macro EMG recordings
consisted of a large negative wave followed by a positive wave. This negative component
was recorded earlier around the central part of the muscle than at the proximal and distal
sites, while the positive peak was detected everywhere simultaneously (see Figure 5.2 and
5.4). As shown in examples in Figure 5.4, the shape and the amplitude of the surface MUPs
and the Macro MUPs could be very similar, but could also have substantial differences.
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Nm (mV)

EMG

Pm (mV)

Figure 5.5: Relationship between the same parameters extracted from the Macro MUP and surface MUP.
These relationships, including their correlation coefficients (r) and the 95% confidence interval of the
slope, are shown for three levels of d; recordings from the most superficial 33% (+ -), the deepest 33%
(* ...) and the intermediate 33% (o --) MUs.

Especially, the surface MUPs from superficial MUs were almost identical to the Macro
MUPs. The MUPs recorded on the skin surface caused by deep MUs obviously differed
from the Macro MUPs and hardly showed a propagating peak along the muscle fibre
direction (Figure 5.4c,f).
The MUPs recorded on the skin surface were dependent on the depth of the MU.
From the deeper MUs lower amplitudes were recorded. Despite the d dependency of the
surface MUPs, all Macro MUP parameters correlated significantly (p<0.001) with the MUP
parameters recorded with the surface electrodes (Figure 5.5, Table 5.3). The correlation
coefficient was substantially higher for the area (r=0.84) and the positive peak (r=0.85) than
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Figure 5.6: Individual MUP parameters A, PP, N and Ρ obtained from Macro EMG, SEMG and the d
normalised SEMG. The not normalised surface EMG parameter values are scaled to the Macro EMG
values, so that the mean value of each parameter recorded with the two techniques is equal.

for the negative peak amplitude (r=0.63). The data were divided into three different groups,
recordings from the most superficial 33%, the deepest 33% and the intermediate 33% MUs
as determined by the amplitude distribution of Nu (Figure 5.5). The slope of the relationship
decreased with increasing d. There was a significant difference in slope between the
superficial 33% and the deep 33%. Normalising the surface MUP parameters by d (see
methods) eliminated the depth dependent differences between Macro and surface MUP
parameters (slopes became the same for the 3 different data groups), but hardly improved
the correlation between the Macro MUPs and surface MUPs (Table 5.3).
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Table 5.3: Correlation coefficients between the logarithmic surface MUP parameters and the logarithmic
Macro MUP parameters. All correlations were significant (p<0.001).
Macro MUP
A

PP

AN

AP

N

Ρ

Surface MUP

0.84

0.75

0.74

0.84

0.62

0.85

Depth normalised surface MUP

0.85

0.77

0.75

0.83

0.64

0.81

An important practical finding is that the relative range of the MUP parameter values
of Macro EMG and surface EMG in each subject compared to the other subjects hardly
differ from each other. (Figure 5.6). Before normalisation some surface MUP parameters in
a few subjects still could show slight differences from the Macro MUP parameters, after d
normalisation a nice match with the Macro MUP parameters was obtained.
The parameter values of the normalised surface MUPs were higher than the Macro
MUP values. To scale the normalised surface MUP values to Macro MUP values, Au, PPu,
Nu and Pu had to be divided by 4.0, 4.0, 2.7 and 6.6, respectively (Figure 5.6).
From the surface EMG results it is clear that MUPs consist out of a propagating
negative and a non-propagating positive part (Figure 5.2). These two components have
different volume conducting properties and represent essentially different aspects of the MU
(Gydikov and Kosarov 1972; Gootzen et al., 1991; Dumitru and King, 1991). The
relationships between AN & AP and N & Ρ are shown in Figure 5.7. The correlation
coefficients between ANm & APm and Nm & Pm were 0.83 and 0.61. For the surface MUP
parameters, the correlation between ANu Se APu and Nu & Pu were 0.90 and 0.83.
DISCUSSION

Although the shape of surface MUPs are dependent on the distance between the MU and the
skin surface, the presented results indicate that the surface MUPs and the Macro MUPs are
comparable with respect to MU characteristics. First, because all Macro MUP parameters
(A, PP, AN, AP, Ν, P) correlate significantly with the same parameters obtained from
surface MUPs (Figure 5.5; Table 5.3). Second, because the two measurement techniques
have almost the same relative range in the MUP parameters in any individual subject
compared to the other subjects (Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.7: Relationship between the negative and the positive wave expressed in AN and AP (a) and N
and Ρ (b) of the surface and the Macro MUP.

Usually, Macro EMG is used to estimate the size of the MU (Nandedkar & Stàlberg,
1983; Stàlberg, 1980; 1990). The large recording surface of the Macro needle electrode
avoids the MUPs being dominated by the closest individual muscle fibres. Therefore, the
Macro MUP is thought to represent activity from the whole cross-sectional area of the MU.
Surface MUPs are not dependent on a few close muscle fibres either, because they are
always relatively far away from the active fibres. Therefore, both the surface and Macro
EMG recordings could theoretically produce good measures for MU size.
In addition to the dependency on MU size, the fixed position of the electrodes makes
a surface MUP also dependent on the position of the MU relative to the skin surface.
Because of the volume conduction properties of the tissues surrounding MUs, the amplitude
of the MUP decreases with increasing distance between the active MU and the recording
electrode (Buchthal et al., 1957a; Plonsey, 1974). Therefore, the amplitude of a Macro MUP
is larger than the surface MUP amplitude. Moreover, a surface MUP of a deep MU is
smaller than of the MU of an equally large superficial one. This d dependency can be
defined (Chapter 3) and has been used to normalise the surface MUP parameters to MU
depth. The used method to estimate the MU depth is limited to a depth of 22 mm, while
Macro EMG is limited to a depth of 35 mm (position of single fibre electrode). Therefore
only surface potentials from MUs not deeper than 22 mm could be normalised to depth
properly. The size of MUs deeper than 22 mm were underestimated. In this study most
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subjects did not have a large fat layer and most of the MUs studied were more superficial
than 2 cm.
Both techniques detected some variation in MU size parameters between subjects
(Figure 5.6). After depth normalisation of the surface MUPs, the two measurement
techniques have almost the same relative range in the MUP parameters in any individual
subject compared to the other subjects.
Above, the results are discussed comparing surface MUPs with Macro MUPs. The
results also provide new information about the representation of the different MUP
parameters. Both the MUPs from surface EMG and Macro EMG recordings consisted of a
negative wave followed by a positive wave. The negative component was recorded earlier
around the muscle centre than at the proximal and distal sites, while the positive peak was
detected everywhere simultaneously. The bio-electric source of the propagating action
potential can be" approximated by an electric current tripole starting at the motor endplate
region, propagating towards both tendons (Rosenfalck, 1969; Griep et al., 1982). When this
propagating tripole reaches the musclefibre-tendonjunction, its leading part is suppressed.
This suppression causes the generation of the terminal positive wave complex caused by a
dipolar source component (Gootzen et al, 1991; Dumitru and King, 1991; Stegeman et al,
1987). This positive wave can only be detected when the reference electrode is relatively far
from the recording electrode (unipolar recording; Gootzen et al. 1991), as was the case in
both Macro and surface EMG recordings. Then, changing the recording position in the
muscle fibre direction will not alter the MUP amplitudes substantially, except when the
electrode is located close to the motor endplate region or to the muscle-fibre tendon
transition. Therefore, it is advisable to position the recording electrode just in the middle
between the motor endplate region and the tendon.
Because the different parts of the MUP have different sources, the different MUP
parameters have different volume conducting properties. TV is more affected by distance than
the other parameters (Figure 5.5). Therefore, the ratio between Nu and Nm is, on average,
substantially larger than between the other MUP parameters (Table 5.2). Probably due to
prominent influence of the closest muscle fibres, N has also a larger variation. In line with
this, the area's and the positive peak amplitudes between both techniques showed higher
correlations than the negative peak amplitudes. Furthermore, looking at the correlations
between the parameters obtained from one technique, except for Nm and Pm all parameters
show good correlations with each other. This indicates that the Nm represents something
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different from any of the other parameters. Nm is most dependent on local activity, and of
the parameters studied least suitable to represent MU size. Although no information is
available about the real MU size, with respect to Macro EMG Am and Pm and all surface
MUP parameters seem to be more robust indicators of MU size than Nm.
The parameter values of the normalised surface MUPs were higher than the Macro
MUP values. This could be expected, because the surface MUP values were normalised to
an average muscle fibre depth of 1 mm, while the average distance of the contributing
muscle fibres to the Macro MUP is larger (Nandedkar and Stâlberg, 1983). In fact, the
different scaling factors for the different surface MUP parameters result from a different
field of view for the different Macro MUP parameters. Therefore, our results indicate that
the average distance (dm) of the contributing muscle fibres to the Macro MUP parameters
Am, PPm, Nm and Pm are around 7.3 mm (4.0= dm0·7), 4.0 mm (4.0= dj' 0 ), 2.7 mm (2.7=
dm ' ) and 8.2 mm (6.6= dm ), respectively. The dm values corresponding to PPm and Am
are in approximate agreement with extrapolated results from the model study of Nandedkar
& Stâlberg (1983).
Macro EMG has the advantage over surface EMG used in this study that it utilises
only two recording channels. Therefore, relative simple EMG equipment is needed and online averaging can be used to obtain Macro MUPs. However, when proper equipment is
available, multi-channel surface EMG recordings are easily applicable as well. With
simultaneous recording of the same MU at several places, the motor endplate region, the
propagation velocity and the position of the muscle fibre tendon transition and their effect
on the shape of the MUP can be detected and corrected for. It is possible to normalise the
amplitude for MU to electrode distance, although that increases the demands of equipment
and processing time. Using a tungsten needle electrode for triggering purposes, surface
MUPs can be obtained during high contraction levels, which is not possible with Macro
EMG. However, a proper "needle-less" trigger signal is preferable and we are currently
searching for the optimal solution.
For Macro EMG filter settings of 8 Hz to 8 kHz are recommended (Stâlberg, 1980),
while surface EMG never contains power at frequencies over 800 Hz. In the present study
with healthy subjects, this was proven not to be important, because the 8 Hz to 8 kHz and
the 2 Hz to 800 Hz filtered Macro MUPs did not show visible differences. However, in
patients with myopathy this may give rise to loss of information, especially when one is
interested in other aspects of the MU than its size.
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In conclusion, surface EMG provides useful information on MU characteristics in
healthy subjects. With the multi-electrode surface EMG recording it is also possible to
obtain information about the motor endplate site and average propagation velocity of muscle
fibres. On the other hand, it does not give information about local fibre density or jitter, that
can be obtained with the Macro EMG electrode. Furthermore, it was shown that a MUP
recorded with an inactive reference electrode consists of a propagating and a nonpropagating part which have different volume conducting properties and represent
essentially different aspects of the MU. Of all Macro- and surface- EMG parameters studied,
the negative peak recorded with Macro EMG reflects least the global MU characteristics.

6
MOTOR UNIT SIZE ESTIMATION
OF ENLARGED MOTOR UNITS
W I T H SURFACE

E M G

ABSTRACT

Motor unit (MU) size and its pathophysiological changes can fairly well be detected with
intra-muscular Macro electromyography (EMG). The present study investigates the use of
multi-electrode surface EMG in estimating MU size in patients with prior poliomyelitis.
Averaged surface motor unit potentials (MUPs) were obtained both by means of single fibre
triggering and by surface EMG peak triggering, the latter being a completely needle-less
procedure. Single fibre triggered MUP parameters measured with the two methods both at
single MU and at individual polio patient level correlated very well. This confirms the
validity of information about MU size obtained with surface EMG. Averaged surface MUPs
obtained from surface EMG triggering indicate that in healthy and neurogenic conditions it
is possible to obtain information about the average MU size in a muscle from surface EMG
alone. Additionally, it is shown that the final positive peak of the MUP, which can be
recorded with a unipolar electrode configuration, is more sensitive in estimating MU size
than the, usually larger, propagating negative peak.
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INTRODUCTION

The size of a motor unit (MU) can change as a result of many neuro-muscular diseases. For
example, patients with a history of poliomyelitis may show a dramatic increase in MU size
as a result of re-innervation (Einarsson et al, 1990; Ivanyi et al, 1994; Lange et al, 1989;
Stâlberg & Grimby, 1995). Such a change in MU size can be detected electrophysiologically
with Macro electromyography (EMG). Macro EMG is a needle technique with a large
recording area (15 mm; Stâlberg, 1980; Stâlberg, 1986). A disadvantage of studying the MU
size with this method is its invasive character, which limits the number of muscles to
investigate. In some situations, surface EMG might be a non-invasive alternative for
estimating the MU size.
Previously, we showed (Chapter 5) that single fibre needle triggered motor unit
potentials (MUPs) recorded with surface electrodes provide useful information about the
MU size. This was concluded, because MU size parameters obtained from MUPs recorded
with a Macro needle electrode and with surface electrodes correlated strongly (r>0.8) and
because the MUP parameters of the two measurement techniques had a similar relative
range in any individual subject compared to the others. However, that study involved only
healthy subjects and was still invasive in that it required single fibre triggering.
The present study is a first investigation of the use of surface EMG in estimating MU
size in patients with a history of polio. The study comprises a comparison between surface
MUPs and Macro MUPs. The surface MUPs are obtained both by means of single fibre
triggering and by means of surface EMG based triggering. The single fibre triggered surface
MUPs are individually compared to the MUPs of the same MUs recorded with a Macro
EMG electrode. The median values per individual subject are used to compare the surface
EMG triggered surface MUPs with the Macro MUPs. In addition, the MUPs of the patients
obtained in both ways are compared to the MUPs of healthy subjects.
METHODS

Study group
Ten subjects who suffered from poliomyelitis more than 20 years ago with involvement of
arm muscles were investigated. Relevant patient data are given in Table 6.1. In all subjects,
the m. biceps brachii was investigated. For this muscle reference data from healthy subjects
are available (Chapter 5). The upper arm circumference (cA) was determined around the
middle of the upper arm. The thickness of the subcutaneous fat layer above the m. biceps
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Table 6.1: Selected anthropometric data. cA: Arm circumference; Fat: Fat layer thickness
Subject

Gender

Age (years) Polio history (years) сДст)

Fat (mm)

1

F

72

44

25.5

4

2

F

51

51

25.5

7

3

F

69

50

34

12

4

M

59

46

31

8

5

M

54

53

35

7

6

F

72

42

30

8

7

M

71

71

29.5

6

8

F

60

58

33

9

9

F

65

59

24

7

10

F

73

46

23

8

brachii was defined as the distance between the muscle tissue and the skin surface derived
from the most superficial position of the needle where it was possible to record single fibre
EMG activity. All subjects gave their informed consent. The Committee on Experiments in
Humans of the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Uppsala approved the experimental
protocol.
Macro EMG and single fibre EMG and surface EMG
Macro EMG was recorded with a standard Macro EMG electrode (Stâlberg, 1980; Stâlberg,
1990). The electrode has a single fibre recording surface on the side of the cannula, 7.5 mm
from the tip and 35 mm from the electrode holder. A two-channel recording was made. On
one channel the single fibre signal was recorded (using the cannula as reference). On the
other channel, the signal between the cannula and a remote reference was recorded. The
same reference electrode was used for surface EMG. The single fibre signal was used to
generate a trigger signal.
Fifty-eight gold coated screws, with a diameter of 1.2 mm were used. The 58 surface
electrodes were placed over the muscle in a cross form (see Figure 5.1 and 6.1), such that
two electrode columns (with 15 and 11 electrodes) were placed in alignment with the
assumed muscle fibre direction and two rows of 18 electrodes in alignment with the arm
circumference perpendicular to the main muscle fibre direction. Double electrode rows were
used to check signal profiles for signal integrity. The electrodes perpendicular to the muscle
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fibre direction were placed approximately halfway between the motor endplate region and
the distal muscle fibre-tendon transition. Additionally, a gold coated electrode with a
diameter of 1 cm was attached on the elbow with electrode paste to serve as common
reference. A metal plate was used as a ground electrode. The Macro EMG signal, the trigger
pulse signal and the surface EMG signals were amplified 500 times over a frequency range
of 2-800 Hz, A/D converted and stored on the hard-disk of a computer with a sample rate of
4 kHz / channel.
Recordings were performed on the left m. biceps brachii muscle during voluntary,
low force (up to 10% of the maximal volunatry contraction), isometric contraction. After
each recording, the depth of the single fibre recording site was determined by measuring the
length of the remaining part of the needle above the skin. On average, recordings from 16
MUs per subject were obtained, each at a different site. For more details about the electrodes
used, the data acquisition and the experimental protocol, the reader is referred to Chapter 5.
MUP triggering
Single Fibre EMG
Surface and Macro MUPs were obtained by averaging the recordings around the trigger
signals provided by the single fibre electrode with a window of 50 ms (20 ms pre- and 30 ms
post-trigger time). In this way the MUPs having a constant temporal relation with the
activity of the triggering spike were extracted from the background EMG. The surface
MUPs obtained in this way will be referred to as "surface MUP1".
Bipolar surface EMG
As said, surface MUPs were also obtained by peak triggering on the surface EMG. Peak
triggering was performed on bipolar EMG because bipolar EMG signals are spatially more
selective than unipolar EMG signals. A bipolar signal was obtained by subtracting the
unipolar recordings of the two most proximal electrodes (Figure 6.1). First, a trigger level
was arbitrarily set to 80% of the fifth largest peak in the bipolar surface EMG signal. Next,
using this trigger an average surface MUP-estimate (surface MUP2) was obtained from a
signal segment of 50 ms (20 ms pre- and 30 ms post-trigger time). The Macro electrode and
the single fibre electrode have a fixed spatial connection. This ascertains that the Macro
electrode is positioned in the MU territory during single fibre EMG triggering. In contrast,
the positions of the MU and the Macro electrode are not related when using surface EMG
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Figure 6.1: Typical example of the unipolarly recorded MUP distribution over the skin surface from a
superficial MU recorded simultaneously with the Macro MUP. The parameterisation of the unipolar MUPs
is shown in the inset.

triggering. Therefore, no (needle) Macro MUPs can be obtained when using surface EMG
triggers.
Parameterisation
In the present study, the parameters from the electrodes placed parallel to the muscle fibres
were used to determine the position of the electrode grid with respect to the motor endplate
and to check the quality of the measurement. From all the other surface MUPs and the
Macro MUPs, the peak value of the propagating negative wave (JV) and of the final positive
wave (P), the peak-peak amplitude (PP) and total area under the signal epoch of 45 ms
around the MUP (A) were calculated (see inset to Figure 6.1). Each of these
electrophysiological measures is expected to be positively related to the number of active
muscle fibres in the MU studied. The larger the number and the larger the size of the fibres
present in a MU, the more action potential activity is summated in the MUP parameters
studied. The maxima of the sets of parameters from the ипіроіаг surface MUPs (Au, PPu,
Nu, Pu) were used to be compared with the same Macro MUP parameters (Am, PPm, Nm,
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Pm). The unipolar surface MUP1 parameters are indexed with jul, while the surface MUP2
parameters are indexed with _u2.
The envelope of the negative peak amplitude over the skin surface perpendicular to
the muscle fibre direction was used to estimate the position (d) of the motor unit under the
skin (see Chapter 3). This MU depth information can be used to normalise the surface MUP
parameters to a certain distance. Because surface MUPs are to be compared with Macro
MUPs, we normalised the surface MUPs to the average uptake distance of the Macro
recording electrode (dm) with respect to the muscle fibres in the MU. The following equation
is used for this purpose:
normalised value=value(í¿/dm)
with d = MU depth (mm), dm = Macro EMG observation distance (mm), Qr = power which
describes the surface MUP dependency on radial observation distance (see Chapter 5).
Different surface MUP and Macro MUP parameters are known to have different
relationships with radial distance. The Qr and dm values estimated in the Chapters 3 and 5
are used to obtain the equations for normalisation of the different surface MUP parameters:
normalised Au = Au(d/7.3)
normalised PPu = PPu(d/4.0)'
normalised Nu = Nu-(d/2.7)
normalised Pu = Pu-(d/8.2)
Then surface MUP parameters are compared with the same parameters obtained from
the Macro MUP (Am, PPm, Nm, Pm). This could be done on individual MU basis for Macro
MUP and surface MUP1 and on an individual subject basis (minimal, maximal and median
values per subject) for Macro MUP, surface MUP1 and surface MUP2.
Reference values
The median values of the MUP parameters in the polio patients were compared to the
median values in normal subjects. These normal subject values for the single fibre EMG
triggered (_m, _ul) and surface EMG triggered (_u2) MUP parameters were deduced from
previously obtained recordings with the same measurement equipment from 63 recordings
in 6 subjects (age 24-55 year; Chapter 5) and 28 recordings in 7 subjects (age 20-35 year;
Chapter 2), respectively. After distance normalisation, these single fibre triggered surface
MUP parameters have the same average median values as the Macro MUPs (Chapter 5). It
should be noticed that the maximal median value obtain from these normal subjects, is close
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to the recommended upper reference limit for PPm and Am as suggested by Stâlberg and
Fawcett(1982).
Statistical methods
All statistical tests were performed after log transformation, because then the data appeared
normally distributed (Lillifors test SPSS®). The Pearson's correlation coefficient was used
to study the interrelationship between parameters. For testing the statistical significance of
correlation coefficients a two tailed test was applied. The results were considered as
significant when P<0.05.
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Figure 6.2: Relationship between the same parameters extracted from the Macro MUP and Surface MUP1
on double logarithmic scale. The correlation coefficients (r) of the relations are inserted.
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RESULTS

Individual MU comparison
In total, 160 different MUs were studied in 10 polio patients with Macro and surface EMG.
Using single fibre triggering, MUPs from one MU were simultaneously obtained with
recording electrodes in the MU (Macro MUPs) and on the skin surface (surface MUPls).
Figure 6.2 shows the relationship between the MUPs recorded with both techniques,
expressed in 4 MUP parameters (A, PP, N, P) on double logarithmic scale. High loglog
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Figure 63: Individual subject ranges (filled bars) and median values (black dashes) of the MUP
parameters A, PP, N and Ρ obtained from Macro MUPs and distance normalised surface MUPls and
surface MUP2s. In addition to the values obtained from the 10 polio patients, the data from the subject
with maximal reference values is presented (Nmax).
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correlation coefficients are found between the Macro MUP parameters and the surface
MUP1 parameters (Figure 6.2 and Table 6.2). The correlations are substantially higher for Λ
and Ρ (r=0.90 and 0.85) than for N (r=0.69). From Figure 6.2, it can also be deduced that the
Macro MUP parameter values are, on average, higher than the surface MUP1 parameter
values obtained from the same MU. The difference is the largest for N and the smallest for
A. The estimated MU position used to normalise the parameters, was on average less deep
than the position of the single fibre recording surface.
Individual subject comparison
On average, 10 of the 16 recordings per subject could be used for bipolar surface EMG
triggering, resulting in 106 different average surface MUP2 distributions. The individual
median parameter values from each of the ten polio patients and the subject with the
maximal median value from the healthy subjects are shown in Figure 6.3, for the MUP
parameters A (a), PP (b), N (c) and Ρ (d) obtained from the Macro MUP values and the 2
normalised surface MUPs. The range from the smallest to the largest MUP parameter value
are shown for each subject as filled bars. All parameters are given in absolute values. The
subjects are ordered left to right with decreasing median Am. With all 3 techniques, the 4
parameters show very large values for 3 subjects (10, 2 and 9), large values for 1 subject (8)
and borderline values (similar to Nmax) for the 6 other subjects. Almost all normalised
surface MUP1 parameter values were lower than the Macro MUP parameter values. The
normalised surface MUP2 values, however, showed in some individuals (7, 3 and 4) higher
values than the Macro MUP values.
In Figure 6.4, the average median values and the 95% confidence intervals (SPSS®)
of the polio patients and the normal subjects, are shown for the four different log
transformed MUP parameters (Area, Peak-Peak, Negative peak and Positive peak) obtained
from the Macro MUPs, the single fibre EMG triggered surface MUPs and the surface EMG
triggered surface MUPs. After log transformation, the median values of the parameters were
normally distributed (SPSS®, Lillifors test). In all cases, one factorial ANOVA (SPSS®) on
the log transformed data showed significant differences between the polio patient group and
the normal subject group. For all three measurement techniques, parameter Ρ shows the
most significant (F-0.002) and N the smallest significant (F-0.01) difference between the
patient group and the normal subject group. On average, the parameters obtained with
Macro EMG showed slightly higher significance levels (F-0.004), than both the normalised
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Figure 6.4: Differences between median MUP values obtained from post polio patients and normal
subjects. The means and 95% confidence intervals (CI) of the MUP parameters MUP parameters A (a), PP
(b), N (c) and Ρ (d) after log transformation are shown deduced from the Macro MUPs, the single fibre
EMG triggered surface MUP Is and the surface EMG triggered surface MUP2s. The surface MUP
parameters are normalised to MU depth.

single fibre triggered surface EMG (F-0.007) and the normalised surface EMG triggered
surface MUPs (F-0.008).

DISCUSSION

Good correlations between MUP parameters measured with Macro and surface electrodes,
both on single MU and individual polio patient level, confirm the conclusion of a similar
study based on healthy subjects: surface EMG contains useful information about MU size.
Additionally, the needle-less obtained average MUPs indicate that in healthy muscles and in
muscles earlier affected by polio it is possible to get useful information about the average
MU size from surface EMG alone.
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In general, a surface MUP is smaller than the Macro MUP of the same MU. This is
not surprising, because electromyographical signals decrease in magnitude with increasing
distance between the source of activation and the recording site (Buchthal et al, 1957a;
Gootzen et ai, 1991; Gydikov et al, 1972; Monster & Chan, 1980) and a surface electrode
is always more distant from the MU than a Macro electrode. Because the distance between
MUs and surface electrodes is not constant, distance normalisation in surface EMG seems
appropriate (Chapter 3). To compare the surface MUPs to Macro MUPs in absolute
parameters, the surface MUPs are normalised to the average distance from the contributing
muscle fibres to the Macro electrode in healthy volunteers. Although Macro and distance
normalised surface MUP parameter values then were equal in healthy volunteers, in polio
patients the average normalised surface MUP was still smaller than the average Macro
MUP. This suggests that Macro EMG is more sensitive in detecting abnormally large MUs.
Comparison of the MU depth estimation and the position of the single fibre electrode during
the measurement shows that this discrepancy is at least partly due to an underestimation of
the MU depth in polio patients. The used method for MU depth estimation from the surface
MUP distribution limits the possible MU depth just over 20 mm, while relatively many MUs
were located deeper than that in the polio patient group as a result of a the thickness of the
subcutaneous fat layer. In addition, the volume conduction could have changed as a result of
polio, while in both subject groups the same volume conduction model has been used to
determine the MU depth and to normalise to it. Therefore, although distance normalisation
as applied decreases the differences of the surface MUPs from the Macro MUPs, a better
estimation of MU position from surface EMG needs more information about the pick up
area of surface and Macro electrodes in healthy and diseased muscles.
With both Macro EMG and surface EMG recordings, the MUP parameter Ρ shows
the largest difference between polio patients and healthy subjects and N the smallest.
According to a model study of Macro EMG (Nandedkar & Stâlberg, 1983) an increased MU
size affects the peak-peak amplitude and area similarly. Why Ρ seems to be the most
sensitive in detecting changes in MU size in polio patients is not obvious. The source of the
negative wave can be described by tripoles which cause triphasic waves starting at the motor
endplates and propagate over the individual muscle fibres until they reach the muscle fibre
tendon transitions (Rosenfalck, 1969). When the waves reach the muscle fibre tendon
transition the source of the positive peak is generated. These sources cause a monophasic
positive wave when the recording electrode is placed on the muscle fibre site of this
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transition (Dumitru & King, 1991; Gootzen et αι., 1991; Stegeman et al., 1987). Polio patients
are likely to have more variation in muscle fibre diameter and therefore in propagation
velocity. Summation of triphasic propagating action potentials with large variation results in
an increased and variable cancellation, while because of their monophasic shape, the
positive final waves will completely summate as long as the recording is made over the MU.
Peak triggered averaging on a surface EMG trace was one way used to obtain an
average MUP. It is possible that the higher peaks were not caused by single MUs, but by
two or more approximately simultaneously active ones. Nandedkar and co-workers (1986)
showed in a simulation study that for needle EMG such combined action potentials are
statistically improbable. Surface EMG has in principle much more chance of recording two
or more approximately simultaneously active MUs. However, the recordings were made
during low force contractions, which decreases the chance of coincidence. Furthermore,
after distance normalisation the surface EMG triggered surface MUPs did not have higher
amplitudes than the single fibre triggered surface MUPs. The surface EMG triggered surface
MUPs were less similar to the Macro MUPs than the single fibre triggered surface MUPs
(Figures 6.3 and 6.4). This is at least partly due to a difference in studied MUs. The normal
subject values of the surface EMG triggered surface MUPs are obtained from a complete
different population of subjects, which explains the relatively large variation. Looking at the
polio patient group there is less variation in the surface EMG triggered surface MUPs (not
single fibre triggered surface MUPs) than in the Macro MUPs, probably because those
individual surface MUPs are an average of several single MUPs. That we were able to find
some variation in these surface MUP parameters within one subject indicates that different
pools of MUs were active during each contraction. To be able to get a larger part of the
spectrum of different MUs within one subject, better spatial filtering techniques (Reucher et
al., 1987a; 1987b) should be considered to get single MUPs from surface EMG.
In conclusion, surface EMG contains useful information about the MU's size in a
group of patients with neurogenically enlarged MUs. In addition it is shown that unipolar
recordings are more suitable to estimate the MU size than bipolar recordings in which the
reference and recording electrode are placed close together, because in unipolar recordings a
positive end wave can be detected in addition to the triphasic propagating wave. This
essentially monophasic wave appears to be a better indicator of MU size than the triphasic
propagating wave.
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THE SOURCE OF BENIGN MUSCLE CRAMP:
A

6 4 CHANNEL SURFACE E M G

STUDY

ABSTRACT

Muscle cramp is a sudden involuntary painful muscle contraction, which is common among
healthy adults. Muscle cramp is proven to be of neurogenic origin, but a controversy exists
whether it is generated at the motor neuron or at the terminal branches of motor axons.
Knowledge about activity of whole or partial motor units (MUs) provides new insights in
the source of muscle cramp. During normal MU activation, like in voluntary contraction,
surface EMG is generated by the firing pattern of whole MUs. In the present paper we
extensively study 64 channel surface EMG of muscle cramp in relation to maximal
voluntary contraction (MVC) of the same muscle. Recordings are made on the triceps surae
of 8 cramp prone subjects. The results show that cramp presents itself as a contraction of a
slowly moving fraction of the muscle fibres, indicating that cramp spreads through
neighbouring (groups of) muscle fibres. Spectral analysis shows that surface EMG measured
during cramp contains less power at low frequencies and more power at high frequencies
than during MVC. This can only be explained by short action potentials possibly combined
with higher firing rates during cramp compared to MVC. It is argued that from the two
proposed hypotheses, only the one which proposes cramp to be initiated at the terminal
branches of the motor axons is in complete agreement with our observations.
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INTRODUCTION

Muscle cramp is a sudden involuntary painful muscle contraction, accompanied by a
palpable knotting of the muscle. Cramp is self limiting within minutes and can often be
relieved by passive stretch or massage of the muscle (Helin, 1985; Rowland, 1985; Jansen et
al., 1991). According to a survey of sport academy students, the prevalence of ordinary
cramp can be as high as 95% (Norris et al, 1957). According to a more recent study, one
third of the Dutch adult population has at least one muscle cramp a year and 2 % is suffering
from muscle cramp every week (Jansen et al., 1993). Although Cramp is common among
healthy persons, muscle cramp may also appear as a consequence of neuromuscular diseases
like amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, radiculopathy and neuropathy (Jansen et al., 1989;
McGee, 1990;Layzer, 1993).
Although the origin of muscle cramp has been proven to be neurogenic (e.g. Layzer,
1994), there are still two different views about its precise origin. The first theory proposes
cramp to be the result of abnormal excitation of the terminal branches of motor axons
(Denny-Brown, 1953; Bertolasi et al., 1993; Layzer, 1986; 1994), while the second theory
states that cramp may result from some form of hyper-excitability or bi-stability of motor
neurons (Norris et al., 1957; Lanari et al., 1973; Ross & Thomas, 1995). Each theory fails to
explain all observations concerning cramp and to provide conclusive evidence.
Recently, Ross & Thomas (1995) assumed they were measuring whole MU activity
during cramp. Such a result would imply an origination of cramp at motor neuron level.
They drew this conclusion from needle EMG recordings with electrodes having very small
recording areas. These recordings did not show any differences between the shape of the
action potentials during cramp and in maximal voluntary contraction (Norris et al., 1957;
Ross & Thomas, 1995). Because of the small recording electrode used in these studies, it
can be argued that potentials from single fibres or a very small number of single fibres rather
than from whole MUs were recorded (Ekstedt & Stálberg, 1973). Therefore, from these
results it is difficult to conclude on a MU level. An other disadvantage of using a needle
electrode in studying muscle cramp is the local character and the unpredictable location of
the cramp (Denny-Brown, 1953; Norris et al., 1957; Layzer, 1986; Ross & Thomas, 1995).
We aim to study whether whole MUs are active during cramp. A technique by which
activation of superimposed patterns of whole MUs can be studied is surface EMG. During
normal MU activation, like in voluntary contraction, the distant view of surface EMG
guaranties a view on the whole MUs. Spectral analysis can be used to obtain information
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about the firing process and the shape of the average (motor) unit potentials (Ten Hoopen,
1974; Lago & Jones, 1977; Pan et al, 1989; Hermens et al., 1992). Furthermore, the noninvasiveness of surface EMG allows multi-channel recordings, which enhances the chance to
analyse that part of the muscle which is in a cramp most significantly. In the present paper 64
channel surface EMG obtained during muscle cramp is extensively analysed and compared to
results obtained during maximal voluntary contraction of the same muscle.
METHODS

Subjects
Eight healthy, adult (age 47±14 year), cramp prone subjects (3 male, 5 female) participated
in this experiment after giving informed consent. The subjects were selected from a pool of
104 subjects who previously participated in a study concerning the efficacy of hydroquinine
in preventing frequent muscle cramp (Jansen et al, 1997). All selected subjects were able to
voluntarily induce cramp in the triceps surae, considered themselves as healthy, did not
suffer from a known neuro-muscular disease at the moment of selection and did not use
quinine or hydroquinine containing products. The Committee on Experiments in Humans of
the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Nijmegen approved the experimental protocol.
Electrodes
Sixty-four Beekman biopotential electrodes® (Sensormedics), with a diameter of 7 mm, were
positioned as a 8 by 8 matrix in a square-shaped rubber sheet with centre-to-centre distances of
2 cm (row and column wise). Prior to positioning the electrodes, the skin surface was rubbed
with skinpure® (Nihon Kohden) and cleaned with alcohol, and all electrodes were filled with
electrode paste (Elefix® (Nihon Kohden)). The holder with the 64 surface electrodes was
placed over the lower leg such that the triceps surae were completely covered with electrodes
(see Figure 7.1). Recordings were made in a unipolar montage. A common reference electrode
was placed on the contralateral knee and a ground electrode was placed on the ipsilateral
ankle.
Data Acquisition
The myo-electric signals leaded from the skin surface were amplified (Neurotop® (Nihon
Kohden), input resonance 100 MOhm) over a frequency range of 5-800 Hz with a gain of
1000. The myo-electrical signals from the surface electrodes and a stage marker were A/D
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Figure 7.1: Overview of the electrode configuration over the calf muscles

converted (DT2839 and DT2896, Data Translation; 12 bits, maximal total sample frequency
224 kHz.) and continuously stored on the hard-disk of a computer with a sample frequency of
2 kHz / channel.
Experimental Protocol
After placing the surface electrode array over the triceps surae of the left leg or over the leg in
which the subject suffered from muscle cramp most frequently and visually inspecting the
electromyographical (EMG) signals, the subjects were asked to perform a maximal voluntary
contraction (MVC) of at least 20 seconds, with feedback of delivered force, while they laid
down on their belly on a bench with their knee in approximately 120 degrees, their ankle in 90
degrees and with their foot in a force transducer. When during the MVC measurement a cramp
appeared, the MVC measurement was repeated after 10 minutes rest. After maximal three
MVC trials, the position of the subject's leg was changed into a preferable position for
generating muscle cramp with the knee in 160 degrees and the foot completely plantar flexed.
In this position no external force was delivered. Then the subjects were asked to generate a
muscle cramp in their calf muscle. The subject was instructed to report immediately when he
or she felt a muscle cramp, to stop the voluntary contraction and let the cramp develop until it
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disappeared by itself. Subjective information from the subject on the time envelope of the
muscle cramp (voluntary contraction, cramp, termination, disappearing cramp) was added to
the EMG signals by the examinator using a stagemarker. Five to ten minutes after each trial of
cramp generation (successful or non-successful) a new trial was performed. The cramp trials
were stopped after 1 hour, or sooner on indication of the subject. Thereafter, the leg position
was replaced into the original position, and the MVC trial was repeated.
Parameterisation and Statistics
Data processing was performed with software written in Matlab®. After visual inspection of
the data, the root mean square value (RMS) of all 64 EMG channels was calculated in blocks
of two seconds. Then, with the information from the stagemarker, the average RMS value
during cramp or MVC was determined for the 64 channels. The percentage of electrodes in
which the average values were higher than 60% of the maximal averaged RMS in the
recording was taken to represent the spatial size (S) of the cramp or MVC.
The site where the electrode showed the highest average RMS value was considered to
be the focus of the cramp or MVC. The power spectrum was calculated from the signals
recorded by this electrode at two time segments of two seconds (fast fourier transform (FFT)
algorithm, 4096 data points each): (i) at the beginning of the voluntary contraction (VI) and at
the onset of cramp (CI), and (ii) at the time of maximum voluntary contraction (V2), and at
the time of maximum cramp amplitude (C2). The 10 and 50-percentiles of the power spectrum
distribution were calculated {PIO and P50). P50 is also well known as the median frequency.
The individual peaks in the EMG of voluntarily contracting healthy subjects can
represent activity of a single active motor unit or the summated activity of more than one unit.
For needle EMG recordings it has been settled that even for high contraction levels peak
amplitudes are only marginally larger than the peak amplitudes of the largest motor unit
potentials (MUPs; Nandedkar et al., 1986). This indicates that signal averaging with peak
occurrence as the time trigger would provide an estimate of an average MUP. For the surface
EMG this procedure will most probably give such an estimate for superficial motor units.
The voluntarily generated EMG has a power spectrum that arises as the frequency
power distribution of the average MUP multiplied by the power spectrum of the firing process
(Lago and Jones, 1977; Pan et al., 1989; Hermens et al., 1992). Although a MUP estimate
from peak averaging is theoretically biased, as will be discussed, it will provide an impression
of the MUP and EMG spectrum with the exclusion of the firing process statistics. First a
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trigger level was arbitrarily set to 60% of the fifth largest peak. After detecting the triggers,
an average MUP-estimate was obtained by averaging around these triggers with a window of
50 ms (25 ms pre- and 25 ms post-trigger time) elevating the MUP-estimate from the
background surface EMG. To stress that these MUP-estimates do not represent unbiased
MUP-estimates and during cramp may even not be a reflection of potentials from normal
motor units, they are referred to as "MUPs". Also from these "MUPs" the spectral parameters
PIO and Ρ50 were calculated with the same spectral resolution as the EMG signals by adding
a sufficiently long zero signal segment. In addition the peak-peak amplitudes (PP) and the root
mean square value (RMS) of the "MUPs" were obtained.
The data are presented as mean ± sd. Statistical tests were applied with SPSS® for
windows software, release 6.1 (SPSS Inc., 1989-1994). Paired T-tests were used when
possible. Because the cramp and MVC measurements recorded cannot be compared
individually, a one way Anova model was used with subject and Cramp/MVC as factors.
The significant level was set to Ρ < 0.05.

RESULTS

In total 38 muscle cramp events and 8 MVCs were recorded in the triceps surae of cramp
prone subjects. Four subjects (subject 1, 3, 5, 6) were not able to perform an MVC test
without developing a muscle cramp. For the development of a muscle cramp, maximal
contraction was often not prerequisite. A specific leg position could already trigger a cramp.

500 uV

250 uV

med 14cm

med 14cm lat

Figure 7.2: Typical example of the spatio-temporal development of a muscle cramp. The graphs represent
the EMG amplitude over the skin-surface determined over 2 seconds around 4 (a), 8 (b) and 19 (c) seconds
after the onset of contraction. The intensity of the grey-scale of each small square represents the RMSamplitude recorded by a specific electrode on the skin (see scale bar). This subject (subject 4) reported the
cramp 6 seconds after the onset of contraction.
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Sometimes, the cramp or the MVC trial failed because of a muscle cramp in the foot, the
hamstrings or somewhere in the contralateral leg.
Spatio-temporal development of cramp
Figure 7.2 shows an example of the development of a cramp in terms of a change in RMS
distribution over time. First, the subject contracts the muscle voluntarily (7.2a), then she
tries to relax the muscle, but a small area develops a cramp (7.2b). Then, the cramp spreads
over a larger region and its focus changes position (7.2c). Such a rather slow (in cms per
second) change in position over the muscle was observed in about 50% of the cramps, in the
other cramps the position did not change. The direction of spreading is without preference.
In Table 7.1 the spatial size parameter shows that, like in this example, cramp often involves
a smaller part of the muscle than a voluntary contraction. The subject's sensation of the
location of the muscle cramp corresponded to the electrodes with maximal RMS values.
Figure 7.3 shows recordings of six muscle cramps obtained in three different subjects
(subject 5 (I), 6 (II) and 3 (III)) visualised in two ways. Parts (a) and (c) show the RMS of
the focus of the muscle cramp as a function of time (a single channel as a function of time).
Table 7.1: Individual muscle cramp characteristics and the group averages of cramp and MVC. *
significant difference between cramp and MVC parameter. The mean MVC values come from subjects 2,
4, 7 and 8 only. The RMS and P50 values are obtained during aximal cramp (C2) and maximal voluntary
contraction (V2).
P50
Number
Spatial size Duration RMS
Subject
recordings %
sec
μν
Hz
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

4
4
7
7
5
6
4
1

41 ±30
50±33
73±33
52±19
44±38
23+17
26±41
41

11+9
10±4
9±8
31±17
52±25
53+18
49±23
20

447191
640+213
380+127
494±63
463±182
783±172
473+252
279

103+31
96±27
108131
112113
106118
116122
97+23
72

Mean Cramp
Mean MVC

38
8

48±33 *
81 ±21

27±22
31+30

506 ± 222 103 + 19*
5511240 71 120
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The other parts (b and d) show the spatial distribution over the muscle of RMS at the
moment of maximal cramp (all channels at a single time instant). This figure shows that the
location of the cramp differs considerably between subjects (top to bottom), but also within
subjects (left/right). Three out of eight subjects did not have one muscle cramp covering the
same region of the muscle as a previous one. The others had on average two cramps in the
same region. When similarly localised muscle cramp are observed in the same subject, they
always directly followed each other.
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Figure 7.3: The electromyographical representation of two typical muscle cramps (a, b and c, d) are
visualised in two ways for three different subjects (I, II, III; top to bottom). Parts A and С show the RMSvalue at the focus of the muscle cramp as a function of time. The RMS-values are obtained in blocks of 2
seconds. At t=0, the subjects felt a muscle cramp. The square parts (b and d) show the RMS distribution
over the skin-surface at maximal cramp. The intensity of the grey-scale corresponds to RMS-values of
which the ranges are plotted above each graph. The darkest blocks represent the electrodes with RMSvalues lower than 60% of the maximum (the complement OÍS).
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The change in time of RMS before and during muscle cramp within subjects appears
rather constant. In some subjects the development of the muscle cramp was accompanied by
a sudden increase in RMS value to sometimes extremely high values (higher than during
MVC) in a small part of the muscle (Figure 7.3, upper and middle row). Such high
amplitudes slowly returned to a lower level or slowly changed position to another part of the
muscle. The cramp of other subjects did not show an increase in RMS (Figure 7.3, lowest
row). After the voluntary contraction the muscle activity hardly changed, but was spatially
reduced to a part of the muscle.
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Figure 7.4: Four examples (top to bottom, row I to IV) of 500 ms one channel unipolar EMG (a), the
power spectrum of 2 seconds EMG (b) and an average '"MUP" (c) with its power spectrum (d). The
horizontal line in the EMG recordings (a) represent the trigger level for obtaining "MUPs". The P50frequencies (in Hz) of the spectra are inserted. Row I and III are obtained during MVC of cramp prone
subjects (V2, subject 4 and 2, respectively) and row II and IV are obtained during cramp (C2) of the same
subjects.
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In Table 7.1, the individual and group averages of the muscle cramp parameters are
shown together with the group averages of the MVCs. Although the maximal RMS value is
insignificantly higher during MVC recordings, the highest RMS values were recorded
during cramp (range cramp: 139-1091 ц , range MVC: 410-774 ц ). In some subjects, the
duration of the muscle cramp did often not exceed 10 seconds. In subject 1 that was because
he terminated the cramp because of extreme pain. In subjects 2 and 3 it was because the
cramp was self limiting.
Spectral analysis
Figure 7.4 shows four typical examples of one channel unipolar EMG, its power spectrum
and the average "MUP" with its power spectrum. Rows I and III are obtained from MVC
recordings of subject 4 and 2 and row II and IV from cramp recordings of the same subjects.
Looking at column (a), it is obvious that the prominent peaks have smaller durations and
appear more frequently during the cramp than during MVC. Comparing the EMG power
spectra of cramp and MVC, it is observed that cramp has less power at low frequencies and
more power at high frequencies. The differences are quantified for the population (Table
7.2) with the parameters PIO and P50. The mean and standard deviations of these two
power spectrum parameters are shown. Two factorial Anova analysis shows that VI and V2
have significantly lower values for PIO and Ρ50 than CI and C2, respectively.
Average "MUPs" were determined to estimate the spectral content of the EMG after
exclusion of the firing statistics. The substantially shorter duration of a cramp "MUP"
compared to an MVC "MUP" in the same subject (e.g. Figure 7.4c-III vs. 4c-IV) is evident.
Table 7.2: Mean and standard deviations of PIO and P50 at the focus of 2 different stages in cramp (the
initial CI, the full C2) and voluntary contraction (VI and V2) obtained from the continuous EMG data
(EMG) and an estimate of the average motor unit potential ("MUP").
* One way Anova showed that PIO and P50 of CI and C2 differ significantly from those of VI and V2,
respectively.

CI

PIO EMG (Hz)

P50 EMG (Hz)

/70 "MUP' (Hz)

P50 "MUP" (Hz)

47112

113 ±20

50 ±15

106 ± 31
95 ±29

C2

46 ±10

103 ±20

48 ±11

VI

32±5*

86 ± 20 *

34 ± 6 *

86 ± 3 0 *

V2

26±5*

71 ± 2 0 *

28 ± 4 *

66 ± 2 5 *

Chapter 7
Table 7.3: Mean and standard deviations of the "MUP" RMS
and PP values for the 2 different stages of cramp (Cl, C2) and
voluntary contraction (V1 and V2).
"MUP" RMS (ц )

"MUP" PP (mV)

СІ

203 ± 132

1.31 ±0.84

C2

2481119

1.5510.76

VI

214178

1.2810.44

V2

3051114

1.7710.56

The differences are also summarised for the population in Tables 7.2 and 7.3. Only the P50
of the cramp "MUPs" differs significantly from the corresponding value in the raw EMG
(95% interval of the differences of CI: 3-12 Hz; C2: 4-13 Hz). Similar to the spectral EMG
differences, two factorial Anova analysis of the "MUP" parameters shows that VI and V2
have significantly lower PIO and P50 than CI and C2, respectively. The PP and RMS values
are shown in Table 7.3.
Because of the experimental set-up, the leg position was different in the MVC- and
cramp-trials. Therefore, a systematic difference in muscle fibre length and/or orientation
could have appeared between the two contraction types, possibly causing a change in the
power spectra of the EMG signals (Morimoto, 1986; Dimitrova et ai, 1991). Sometimes,
cramp was also induced during the MVC-trial. Analysis reveals that PIO and P50 of cramp
in "cramp-trials" did not differ significantly from the values during cramp in "MVC-trials" .
To assure that the cramp prone subjects had normal EMG during MVC, two MVC
measurements were obtained in two healthy subjects without muscle cramp. EMG spectra
and "MUP" spectra of the MVC recordings (VI, V2) of the control subjects did not differ in
any aspect from the EMG- and "MUP"-spectra of cramp prone subjects during MVC.
DISCUSSION

With the described experimental set-up 38 muscle cramps in the triceps surae of eight
healthy subjects were compared to 8 maximal voluntary contractions (MVCs) of the same
muscle in the same subjects to locate the source of cramp. The results show that the cramp
position in the muscle can vary considerably between and within subjects. Cramp can start
at several places simultaneously and can spread out slowly over the muscle. Compared to
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the surface EMG and "MUPs" measured during MVC, the power spectrum of the EMG and
"MUPs" in the cramp regions contain less low and more high frequencies. This was
observed at the onset of cramp versus submaximal voluntary contraction as well as at full
cramp compared to MVC. In the following it will be argued why we believe that the results
provide evidence against normal motor unit activity during cramp, and therefore evidence
against the spinal origin of cramp and why our results are well in accordance with the idea
that the action potentials during cramp are generated at the level of the terminal branches of
motor axons.
Spatio-temporal development of cramp
The amplitude of the EMG signals, expressed in the root mean square value (RMS), was
distributed more equally over the muscle during MVC than during cramp (Table 7.2).
During MVC the complete muscle group is active, while only a small part is involved during
cramp. This local character of muscle cramp has been reported before (Denny-Brown, 1953;
Norris et al., 1957; Layzer, 1986; Ross & Thomas, 1995), but the 64 channel recordings
allowed for the study of the precise distribution of many cramp episodes. In one and the
same subject, a cramp could vary from a proximal to a distal, a medial or a lateral location
and sometimes could even be multifocal (Figure 7.2 and 3). The cramp could slowly change
its area, but it never jumped from one part of the muscle to another. Apparently, a cramp
spreads through activation of neighbouring (groups of) muscle fibres. Consequently, the
hypothesis of the spinal origin of muscle cramp can only hold when the motor neurons
which innervate neighbouring muscle fibre populations are also neighbours. It is known that
the most distal muscles are supplied by motor nuclei located in the dorsolateral part of the
ventral horn, whereas more proximal muscles are innervated by motor nuclei in the
ventrolateral ventral horn, with a more or less continuous change in between (somatotopic
spinal motor unit pools; Willis, 1993). This indicates that a strongly topographical
correlation between motor neurons and the motor unit muscle fibres cannot be excluded yet,
and consequently this spatio-temporal behaviour in cramp is not conclusive with respect to
the spinal origin of cramp.
Spectral analysis
The EMG power spectrum arises as the spectrum of the average MUP multiplied by the
spectrum of the average firing rate process (Lago & Jones, 1977; Pan et al., 1989). The
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power spectrum of a regularly firing process displays almost no power up to frequencies
equal to the average firing rate with a large peak at this average firing rate and smaller peaks
at harmonics of this frequency (Ten Hoopen, 1974). The steep peaks flatten with increasing
firing rate irregulation. Λ possible explanation for part of the higher frequency content of the
cramp EMG could thus be higher firing rates of the contributing motor units.
Ross & Thomas (1995) reported higher firing rates in the first 20 seconds of cramp
(-23 pps) compared to MVC (-12 pps) with incidentally very high firing rates (up to 80
pps). However, such a difference of, on average, 10 pps cannot cause the 20 Hz difference in
PIO and the 30 Hz difference in P50 between the EMG during MVC and cramp (Table 7.2).
Besides, the spectrum of the average "MUP" recorded during cramp and MVC differed in a
similar way as the frequency contents from the EMG data. Therefore, the spectral difference
must mainly be attributed to a difference between the active units. So, the lack of power at
low frequencies and the enhanced power at high frequencies in the EMG spectrum of cramp
compared to the one of MVC can therefore only be explained by short action potentials,
possibly combined with higher firing rates during cramp compared to MVC.
The average "MUP" was obtained by peak triggered averaging. It is possible that the
peaks were not caused by single MUs, but by two or more approximately simultaneously
active ones. Nandedkar et al. (1986) already showed in a simulation study that for needle
EMG such combined action potentials are statistically improbable. Furthermore, such
combined action potentials would bias the MUP estimate and generate peaks with a longer
duration than single MUPs. Then, the average "MUP" during MVC should have been the
result of more summated single MUPs than the average "MUPs" during cramp. The fact that
the RMS value during cramp and MVC does not differ in combination with the shorter
average MUPs and the increased firing rate during cramp indicate a higher number of total
generated MUPs during cramp, and thus a higher chance on summation.
The shape of a MUP and its spectrum are determined by the shape/spectra of the
single fibre action potentials and the temporal dispersion between them (Lindström &
Petersen, 1983), and therefore by the propagation velocity of the action potentials, by the
organisation of the innervation zone and by the number of fibres in the MU (Lindström &
Petersen, 1983; Eberstein & Beatile, 1985; Roy et al, 1986; Stegeman & Linssen, 1992). An
increased propagation velocity and a decreased number of fibres in the MUs could have
caused the relative short during MUPs during cramp. Generally, small MUs (few fibres)
have slow type muscle fibres and large MUs fast type muscle fibres. Because the MUP
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shape is more dependent on the propagation velocity than on the size of the MUs, large MUs
have shorter MUPs than small MUs (Wretling et al, 1987; Gerdle et al, 1988). Speaking in
terms of MU types, considering that during MVC both type I and type II MUs are active, the
increase in median frequency by 30 Hz can only be explained by a selective recruitment of
fast MUs during cramp.
Since fast muscle fibres are fatiguing rapidly, the hypothesis that during cramp
mainly fast type muscle fibres are active might provide an explanation for the self limiting
character of cramp. Furthermore, considering an origination of cramp at the level of nerve
termination or muscle fibres fits with the major involvement of fast typefibreshaving larger
axons and muscle fibres with a lower excitation threshold. However, one observation is not
in agreement with this hypothesis: single fibre action potentials of fast muscle fibres are of
shorter duration and larger amplitude (Wallinga-De Jonge et al., 1985; Radicheva et ai,
1993) than the ones of slow muscle fibres, while visual inspection of the shape of single
fibre action potentials during cramp and during MVC, measured by Norris et al. (1957) and
by Ross & Thomas (1995), showed no obvious differences.
The shorter "MUPs" can also be explained in terms of shorter individual single fibre
action potentials as a result of a change in the chemical environment of the muscle fibres or
when no normal MU activity is present during cramp. Cramp and maximal voluntary
contractions can be recorded alternating in every order without long periods of rest in
between. Therefore, a change in chemical environment of the muscle fibres as a cause of the
short action potentials is unlikely.
A sub-MU level of organisation of cramp is left as being in complete agreement with
our and other observations made during cramp. This sub-MU level of origination is basically
not compatible with a spinal origin. So, with respect to the two neurol hypotheses about the
origin of muscle cramp, only the theory in which cramp is supposed to result from abnormal
excitation of the terminal branches of motor axons can be held. Such a terminal nerve
branch origin can explain both the spreading through neighbouring (groups of) muscle fibres
and shorter than normal "MUP" shapes.

SUMMARY

Besides force, muscle activity also produces electrical potential changes. With two
electrodes in a muscle or close to it these changes can be recorded. The recorded signals are
known as an electromyogram (EMG). When the EMG is obtained at the skin surface, the
term surface EMG is used.
The smallest unit which can be active during a voluntary muscle contraction is a
motor unit: a group of muscle fibres innervated by one nerve fibre. Therefore, the
electrohysiological product of motor units, the motor unit potentials (MUPs), are the
building stones of EMG.
A MUP initiates about midway the muscle fibres where the nerve fibre innervates the
muscle. As a large negative wave surrounded by two small positive waves, this potential
propagates in two directions over the muscle fibres towards the tendons. When this
propagating potential reaches the muscle fibre-tendon transition, a positive potential is
generated over the muscle which is present at all places simultaneously. So, MUPs consist
out of a propagating, mainly negative wave, followed by a non-propagating positive wave.
In the introduction to this thesis it is depicted why the shape and the size of these
MUPs are dependent on many factors, such as the location of the motor unit relative to the
observation position, the size of the motor unit and the surrounding of the motor unit. To be
able to interpret surface EMG and to use these signals optimally, quantification of these
factors is necessary.
This thesis addresses this topic by studying the electric potenital topography over the
skin surface of single MUPs. Motor units in the m. biceps brachii are investigated by
recording their MUPs with 64 surface electrodes. Half of those electrodes are placed along
the muscle fibre direction above the motor unit. The other electrodes are placed along the
arm circumference, perpendicular to the muscle fibre direction. In this way, all aspects of
the MUPs can be studied. Together with the surface EMG recordings, also intramuscular
MUPs were recorded to provide information about motor unit characteristics such as its
position in the muscle and its size.
In the Chapters 2 and 3, this combination of techniques is used to quantify the
dependency of MUP magnitude on the position of the motor unit and the recording site. In
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Chapter 2 it is shown that when the depth of the motor unit below the skin surface doubles,
the signal area of the surface MUP halves. Different MUP components appear to fall off
differently with increasing motor unit depth. Instead of this 50% for the area, respectively
29% and 47% of the MUP's negative peak amplitude and positive peak amplitude remain
after doubling the motor unit depth. Those numbers only hold for MUPs recorded with very
large inter-electrode-distances (unipolar). When the two recording electrodes are placed
closer to each other, the MUP magnitude decreases faster with increasing motor unit depth.
With an inter-electrode-distance of 6 mm, only 19% and 38% of the MUP's peak-peak
amplitude and the complete MUP remain after doubling the depth. Around midway the
muscle fibres, the MUP decreases less fast with increasing motor unit depth.
In Chapter 3 it is shown that an increase in observation distance from one single
motor unit by moving away the electrode results in a smaller MUP decrease than the same
increase caused by a larger motor unit depth under the skin. For example, the negative peak
amplitude decreases only to 50% of its initial value with doubling the observation distance
in stead of the above 29%.
In the same chapter, a method is presented to estimate the position of the motor unit
under the skin surface from the MUP distribution over the skin surface. It is shown that the
envelope of the negative peak amplitude over the skin can be used to give a fairly accurate
estimate of the location of the motor unit under the skin.
In Chapter 4 it is studied how the volume surrounding the motor units affects the
MUPs and which volume conductor parameters are necessary to simulate all aspects of the
MUPs obtained in Chapter 2 and 3. The upper arm tissues surrounding the m. biceps brachii
are simulated as a cylinder with 1, 2 or 3 layers: only muscle; a muscle layer surrounded by
a subcutaneous fat-layer, a muscle layer surrounded by a skin-layer and a muscle layer
surrounded both by fat and by skin. Fat is considered to be a worse and skin to be a better
conductor of electrical signals than muscle. Qualitatively, all simulated MUPs mimicked
the characteristics of the measured MUPs. Like the measured MUPs, the positive peak of the
simulated MUPs was also less affected by motor unit and electrode position than the
negative peak amplitude. Around the region where the nerve fibre innervates the muscle
fibre, the MUP decreased less fast than at other positions along the muscle fibre. However,
none of the investigated volume conductor models could simulate all aspects of measured
MUPs perfectly. Overall, the simulated MUPs were more dependent on motor unit depth
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and observation distance than the measured MUPs. From all model configurations, the 3layer model produced MUPs which came closest to measured MUPs.
How the surface MUP magnitude is related to the magnitude of MUPs recorded in the
muscle with a so-called Macro EMG needle electrode is depicted in Chapters 5 and 6 in
healthy subjects and in patients with enlarged motor units as a result of a history of
poliomyelitis, respectively. In clinical neurophysiology MUPs obtained with Macro EMG
are used to obtain information on the size of motor units in a muscle. Despite the
observation that surface MUPs have smaller amplitudes than the intra-muscular Macro
MUPs, the MUP parameters simultaneously obtained with both techniques strongly
correlate. In addition, the two measurement techniques had almost the same median and
range in MUP parameters in any individual subject compared to the others. Also the same
post polio patients were found to have abnormal motor units. Comparing different MUP
parameters showed that the negative peak amplitude represents the least and the positive
peak amplitude the best the size of motor units.
In Chapter 2 to 6, the MUP topography over the skin surface of single motor units is
investigated. Multi-channel surface EMG can also be used to investigate muscle activity on
a more macroscopic level. In Chapter 7, such a method is used to find the mechanism behind
muscle cramps. Therefore, 64 surface EMG electrodes are placed over the calf muscles in an
8x8 matrix. These electrodes recorded the muscle activity of the same muscle during cramp
and during a maximal voluntary contraction. The results show that cramp presents itself as a
contraction of a slowly moving fraction of the muscle fibres, indicating that cramp spreads
through neighbouring (groups of) muscle fibres. Spectral analysis shows that surface EMG
measured during cramp contains less power at low frequencies and more power at high
frequencies than during MVC. This can only be explained by short action potentials possibly
combined with higher firing rates during cramp compared to MVC. It is argued that the
hypothesis that cramp initiated at the terminal branches of the motor axons is in complete
agreement with our observations.
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SAMENVATTING

Een actieve spier levert naast kracht ook elektrische stroomvelden. Deze veroorzaken
elektrische potentiaalveranderingen. Dit kan met behulp van twee elektroden in de spier of
in de buurt van de spier gemeten worden. De gemeten signalen zijn bekend als het
elektromyogram (EMG). Wanneer het EMG aan het huidoppervlak wordt afgeleid spreekt
men van oppervlakte EMG.
De kleinste eenheid die tijdens een vrijwillige contractie van de spier actief kan zijn,
is een motorische eenheid (motor unit): een groep spiervezels die door één zenuwvezel
geïnnerveerd worden. De elektro-fysiologische signalen veroorzaakt door de motor units, de
motor unit potentialen (MUPs) zijn dan ook de bouwstenen van het EMG.
Een MUP ontstaat rond het gebied waar de zenuw de spiervezel innerveert.
Vervolgens loopt dit potentiaalveld bestaande uit een grote negatieve fase, omringd door
twee positieve fasen over de vezel twee kanten op in de richting van de pezen. Zodra dit
lopende potentiaalveld de pees bereikt, wordt boven de spier een positief potentiaalveld
gegenereerd dat overal gelijktijdig gemeten kan worden. Alle MUPs bestaan dus uit een
lopende, voornamelijk negatieve, fase gevolgd door een positieve stilstaande fase.
In de introductie van dit proefschrift is beschreven waarom de vorm en de grootte van
deze MUPs afhankelijk zijn van veel factoren. Daaronder zijn de positie van de motor unit
ten opzichte van het registratie punt, de grootte van de motor unit en de omgeving van de
motor unit. Om het oppervlakte EMG goed te kunnen interpreteren en de signalen optimaal
te kunnen gebruiken is kwantificering van deze factoren noodzakelijk.
In dit proefschrift is daaraan aandacht besteed door middel van bestudering van de
MUP topografie over het huidoppervlak. Hiervoor zijn MUPs, gegenereerd door motor units
in de m. biceps brachii, met 64 oppervlakte elektroden geregistreerd. De helft van deze
elektroden is de vezelrichting over de spier geplaatst, de andere helft dwars daarop. Alle
relevante aspecten van de MUPs konden zo bestudeerd worden. Naast deze oppervlakte
EMG registraties zijn de MUPs ook gelijktijdig in de spier gemeten, waarmee
karakteristieken zoals de positie en de grootte van de motor units bekend werden.
In hoofdstuk 2 en 3 is met deze techniek gekwantificeerd in welke mate de MUP
kleiner wordt met vergroting van afstand tussen de motor unit en de elektrode. In hoofdstuk
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2 blijkt dat met elke verdubbeling van de diepte van de motor unit onder de huid het totale
oppervlak (area) onder het MUP signaal op de huid gehalveerd wordt. Echter de
verschillende fasen van de MUP blijken op een verschillende manier afhankelijk te zijn van
de diepte van de motor unit. In plaats van de halvering blijft er van de negatieve en positieve
piek amplitude respectievelijk 29% en 47% over bij een verdubbeling van de MU diepte. De
genoemde getallen hebben betrekking op registraties met een zeer grote inter-elektrodeafstand (unipolair). Hoe dichter de twee registratie elektroden bij elkaar worden geplaatst,
hoe sneller de MUP kleiner wordt met MU diepe. Bij een inter-elektrode-afstand van 6 mm
blijft nog maar 19% en 38% over van de MUP's piekpiek amplitude en de gehele MUP bij
verdubbeling van de diepte. Rond het gebied waar de zenuw de vezels innerveert zakt de
MUP minder snel in.
In hoofdstuk 3 blijkt dat een vergroting van de observatie afstand van één enkele
motor unit door verplaatsing van de elektroden over de huid een kleinere afname in MUP tot
gevolgen heeft dan wanneer de diepte van de motor unit onder de huid groter wordt. De
negatieve piek wordt bijvoorbeeld nog maar tot 50% in plaats van 29% gereduceerd met
elke verdubbeling van de afstand tot een motor unit.
In hetzelfde hoofdstuk is een methode gepresenteerd om de positie van een motor
unit onder de huid te schatten uit de MUP verdeling over het huidoppervlak. Er is bewezen
dat uit de topografie van de negatieve piek amplitude over de huid een redelijk goede
schatting van de positie van de motor unit onder de huid verkregen kan worden.
Hoe de omgeving van de motor units de gegenereerde MUPs beïnvloedt en welke
omgevingsaspecten nodig zijn om de in hoofdstuk 2 en 3 verkregen MUPs aan het
huidoppervlak met een model te kunnen na bootsen is bestudeerd in hoofdstuk 4. De bovenarm als omgeving van de m. biceps brachii is gesimuleerd als een cilinder met 1, 2 of 3
lagen: alleen spier, een laag spier met een laag onderhuids vet, een laag spier met een laag
huid en een laag spier met een vet en een huid laag. Hierbij is verondersteld dat vet een
slechtere en huid een betere elektrische geleider is dan spier. Kwalitatief leken alle
gegenereerde MUPs op de gemeten signalen. Ook werd de positieve piek van deze
gesimuleerde MUPs, net zoals in de metingen, minder beïnvloed door de afstand tussen de
motor unit en de elektrode dan de negatieve piek. Rond het gebied waar de zenuw de
spiervezels innerveert zakt de MUP minder snel in met vergroting van de diepte van de
motor unit dan op andere posities in de vezelrichting. Echter, geen van de genoemde
modellen lijkt alle aspecten van de gemeten MUPs kwantitatief echt nauwkeurig na te
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kunnen bootsen en alle gesimuleerde MUPs waren meer afhankelijk van MU en elektrodepositie dan de gemeten MUPs. Het meest complexe model leek in alle genoemde opzichten
het meeste op de gemeten MUPs.
Hoe de grootte van de aan het huidoppervlak geregistreerde MUPs samenhangt met
de grootte van MUPs gemeten in de spier met een zogenaamde Macro EMG naaldelektrode
is beschreven in de hoofdstukken 5 en 6 voor respectievelijk gezonde vrijwilligers en
personen met een voorgeschiedenis van poliomyelitis. Met Macro EMG verkregen MUPs
worden in de klinische neurofysiologie gebruikt om een indicatie te krijgen van de grootte
van motor units in een spier. Ondanks dat de MUPs aan het huidoppervlak kleiner waren
dan de MUPs in de spier, correleerden de verschillende parameters van de MUPs van
dezelfde motor unit gelijktijdig verkregen met een oppervlakte en een Macro EMG
elektrode zeer goed. Ook de mediaan en de range van MUP parameters verkregen met
oppervlakte EMG bij één persoon verschilden ongeveer even sterk van die van andere
personen als dat bij de Macro MUPs het geval was. Daarnaast konden de MUPs van
dezelfde deelgroep van polio patiënten als abnormaal bestempeld worden met behulp van
beide technieken. Vergelijking van de verschillende MUP parameters liet zien dat de
negatieve piek het slechtst en de positieve piek het best de grootte van motor units
representeert.
In hoofdstuk 2 tot en met 6 is de MUP topografie over het huidoppervlak van enkele
motor units bestudeerd. Veel-kanaals oppervlakte EMG kan ook gebruikt worden om op een
macroscopisch niveau spier activatiepatronen te bestuderen. Op deze manier is in hoofdstuk
7 het ontstaansmechanisme van spierkramp onderzocht. Daarvoor zijn 64 oppervlakte EMG
elektroden in een 8x8 configuratie over de kuit aangebracht die de activiteit van dezelfde
spiergroep gedurende kramp en gedurende maximaal vrijwillige contractie registreerden.
Met de resultaten is aangetoond dat het gedeelte van de spier dat in kramp toestand verkeert
zeer variabel is, dat het zich langzaam uit kan breiden of kan verplaatsen, maar dat het nooit
van de ene plek naar de andere overspringt. Daarnaast werden er gedurende kramp
potentialen geregistreerd die een kortere duur van de negatieve piek hadden dan gedurende
de maximaal vrijwillige contractie. In dat hoofdstuk wordt bediscusseerd waarom dit
impliceert dat spierkramp zeker geen spinale oorsprong heeft, maar waarschijnlijk initieert
aan het uiteinde van de zenuwtakjes, vlakbij het punt waar de zenuw de spiervezels
innerveert.
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ABBREVIATIONS

EMG

: electromyogram or electromyography

IED

: inter-electrode-distance

MU

: motor unit

MUP

: motor unit potential

MVC

: maximal voluntary contraction

RMS

: root mean square amplitude of an EMG record

cA

: arm circumference

d

: location of the electrophysiological centre of MU below the skin surface

dm

: average distance of the contributing muscle fibres to the Macro MUP

la

: range of cA over which a MUP parameter is >50% of its maximum

r

: radial distance between the MU and the recording electrode

rA

: arm radius

ζ

: electrode position in the (axial) muscle fibre direction

A-

: area of total MUP

AN-

: area of the negative phase of the MUP

AP-

: area of the positive phase of the MUP

N-

: peak amplitude of the negative phase of the MUP

P-

: peak amplitude of the positive phase of the MUP

PP-

: peak-peak amplitude of the MUP

-b6..84

: parameter of a bipolar surface MUP with an IED of 6 to 84 mm

-m

: parameter of a Macro MUP

-u

: parameter of an unipolar surface MUP

n-

: Chapter 2: surface MUP parameter normalised to MU size
: Chapter 5: surface MUP parameter normalised to MU depth

Qdz
r

: Power by which the MUP decreases with increasing d at position ζ
: Power by which the MUP decreases with increasing r
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STELLINGEN

behorende bij het proefschrift
SURFACE MOTOR UNIT POTENTIALS
THE BUILDING STONES OF SURFACE ELECTROMYOGRAPHY

Karin Roeleveld

1. Soms is het beter om zaken van een afstand te bekijken.
2. Kwantitatieve uitspraken over specifieke motorische eenheden kunnen alleen aan de hand
van meerkanaals EMG registraties gedaan worden (de hoofdstukken 2 en 3 van dit
proefschrift).
3. Het moment van uitdoving van actiepotentialen aan de pees levert een betere maat voor
de grootte van motorische eenheden dan de daaraan voorafgaande periode van
voortgeleiding langs het sarcolemma (de hoofdstukken 5 en 6 van dit proefschrift).
4. Gegeven de huidige technische mogelijkheden en gezien de complexiteit van de bronnen
van het EMG is het hoog tijd dat EMG, net als ECG en EEG, routinematig ten opzichte
van een vaste referentie gemeten wordt (dit proefschrift; Scholle et al, Funct Neurol 9(1),
1994).
5. Het functionele karakter van motorische eenheden maakt dat hun anatomie vooral uit het
EMG moet worden afgeleid (Buchthal, Guld and Rosenfalck, Acta Physiol Scand 39,
1957).
6. De mechanische rol van de pees wordt vaak overschat (Roeleveld et al., J Appi Physiol
74(3), 1993), terwijl het effect van de pees in de elektromyografie juist onderschat wordt
(hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift).
7. Het rijden in een rolstoel is geen efficiënte manier van voortbewegen (Van der Woude et
al., Med Sci Sports Exerc 20(1), 1988). In vergelijking met het voortbewegen met behulp
van functionele elektrostimulatie is rolstoelrijden echter uiterst efficiënt (Beillot et al.,
EurJAppl Physiol 73, 1996).
8. Om onder gunstige voorwaarden afwisselend in verschillende landen van Europa te
kunnen werken kan je het beste geen Europeaan zijn.
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